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BROCK COLLECTION

Blurred Lines

Left to right:
H&M’s Studio
collection inspired
by Vernon Lee;
Little Women (Sony
Pictures), Honey
Ross reading at
the Roksanda SS21
presentation (Image
by Harry Carr)

Don’t Look
Now inspired
crimson colours
at Preen

Author Joan
Didion cemented
her icon status in
a 2015 campaign
for C
Céline (above)

Romanticism: not just
for literature, as seen
at Brock Collection
last summer

PREEN

iolet age (pen name ernon ee) – whose
supernatural works of fiction marked her as a
feminist rule-breaker in th-century Florence
– as a muse.
Ironically, many pre-lockdown AW20
collections were already feeding into this
literary theme. At reen by Thornton
regazzi, the searing red coats and high-shine
details were directly inspired by the Daphne
Du Maurier short story Don’t Look Now.
Meanwhile, the AW20 2 collection from
mporio Armani took a more direct approach
with Be A Poem – an out and out dedication to
the romanticised wardrobe of th-century
dandyism. Armani’s season essentials read like a
roll-call of Oscar Wilde’s wardrobe – exuberant
ruffles, cravat shirts and dramatic cloaks.
In September, showgoers at oksanda’s
SS2 presentation were greeted by writer and
body image campaigner oney oss, who read
aloud from a book of essays by Susan Sontag.
Meanwhile, designer hoebe nglish cast her
mother – Wendy nglish, poet, painter and
former punk feminist performer – as a model
and muse for the season ahead.
If the wait for spring collections seems
long, bingeing Dickinson, Apple T ’s homage
to mily Dickinson might help. Starring
ailee Steinfeld as the coming-of-age poet, it
examines the writer’s quirks, feminist politics
and sexuality from a playful, generation
standpoint. There’s opium, twerking and a
soundtrack featuring izzo and A A
ocky.
Not to mention a wardrobe which includes an
update on Dickinson’s famous white cotton
house dress. Spoiler: the clothes are killer. l

BROCK COLLECTION

T

here is a scene in ouisa May Alcott’s
Little Women that highlights the enduring
importance of clothes. In it, the saltof-the-earth, sensible Meg – played in reta
erwig’s 20 film by mma Watson – is
indulging in a very clandestine affair. owever,
it’s not an affair of the heart, rather of the
haberdashery department, specifically with a
coveted dress.
Meg is newly married, with a young family
and indulging in a dress that is out of her
budget is not just frowned upon, it’s downright
frivolous. owever, it’s not just the dove-grey
fabric that enthrals Meg March, it’s what it
represents a catapult from the middle class, a
life free from the duties of a housewife. It’s not
just what she wants, it’s emblematic of what she
wants to be.
Fashion and the literary world have always
intersected. In 20 when author oan Didion
appeared in a C line campaign she was
immortalised for a new generation by uergen
Teller in her trademark sunglasses. ut
Didion was only going back to her roots. er
path to fashion came when she won a writing
competition for a position at American Vogue
where her piece Self-respect: Its Source,
Its Power was the catalyst behind her nowseminal
collection of essays, Slouching
Towards Bethlehem.
Fashion is always hunting for a cross-wind,
a reference point, or a moment to mine. As we
grapple with a completely new existence, the
escapism offered by the novel has never been so
essential. And designers have responded.
The most recent Studio collection by
M,
aptly-titled efined ebel, cites nglish essayist

PREEN

In our newly-static lives, storytelling has never been so important.
Sarah Macken examines fashion’s intersection with the novel.
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performing in The Ferryman on
roadway directed by Sam Mendes and I ended up
in os Angeles with fellow Ferryman actors aura
Donnelly and Fra Fee. There’s a cycle from Santa Monica
to edondo each that’s about a three hour round trip and
ez utterworth the writer of The Ferryman bought us
road bikes especially for it. I had mine shipped to ondon
and it’s been my best friend since lockdown.

PHOTOGRAPH: CONOR CLINCH

My goal is to be able to jump into the Forty Foot each
morning. That is the aim: I covet a house by
the sea in Sandycove, Dublin. It doesn’t have to be
huge – one-story is fine – but I’d love one with lots
of character. I think everyone from Ireland imagines
returning to somewhere bucolic eventually. I would love
to say I could see myself in ondon forever, but with
Covid- , rexit and the economy it’s hard to tell. A lot of
actors base themselves in ondon for theatre jobs which
isn’t necessary at the moment.

INTERVIEW

MY
OBJECTS
OF DESIRE
Belfast-born Conor MacNeill appears in the
anticipated BBC/HBO thriller Industry, with
a pilot episode directed by Lena Dunham.
The BAFTA-nominated actor waxes lyrical
about the joy of winter boots and his
prowess as a sock collector.

Investing in clothes is very much a new, post-thirties
thing for me. I bought a pair of lace-up, ed Wing
boots classic American workman’s boots. I told my mum
how much they cost and she said, ut if you work that
out over about two years, it actually works out at about
per wear.
I’ve become obsessed with Scandinavian table lamps.
The most recent object I bought was a lamp by the New
ork-based lighting specialist, Flos. I’ve got two in my
bedroom but I only need one. I check the Flos website
every now and again and think, I’ll buy these lights when
I own this kind of house.’
I’m always inclined towards Irish-made objects. The
most underrated thing in my home is an Aran wool
blanket. On a cold winter’s night, it’s a life-saver.
I keep a photo from my childhood home in my
bedroom window. It’s a photo that looks out of my old
bedroom window in elfast towards lack Mountain. My
mother took it when I was younger and it’s the one object
I could never be without.
The item that’s taken on a kind of spiritual leaning for
me is a present I got for my 0th birthday. It’s a fountain
pen by a Chinese brand called ero that was gifted to me
by my mum and dad. A name is engraved on the pen that
was quite significant to me, at that time, for a number of
reasons. ecently, when I was working in New ork I
thought I lost it and it broke my heart. A few months later,
I discovered it at the bottom of a bag.
When I travel, Seamus Heaney comes with me. If I’m
in a city for work and I don’t have a copy of New Sellected
Poems, I make a point of stopping by a book store to buy a
copy. It’s silly but I always love having it to dip into.
The best souvenir I own is my road bike. I finished a stint

I’ve discovered hyaluronic acid. I recently had a brilliant
makeup artist on set who recommended it and,
as a promise to her, I’ve used it every day since. Aside from
that, my routine consists of moisturiser and hair
product by Adam rooming Atelier in ondon.
My sock collection stands at about 50 pairs. I love the
finesse a good sock brings to an outfit, especially if, like
me, you wear quite plain clothes. So much so that I can’t
see a cool pair without buying them. I love all kinds – from
plain, comfy-looking ones to bright colours and busy
patterns.
I’m not really into gadgets; my i hone is in bits.
Although, as I write as well as acting, I have a Mac ook
Air which I am very precious about.
I have been amassing old school hip hop on vinyl. I
finally got a vinyl player, too. My collection has a
lot of Nas, Ol’ Dirty astard and Wu-Tang Clan. ecently
I had a mate around, we had some wine and listened
to some vinyl – we thought, Wow, are we real adults
now?’. There’s a little jazz bar called ansas Smitty’s on
roadway Market, around the corner from my house in
ackney. It’s all low lighting and a tiny little space. oing
there is the coolest way to pass a Sunday.
I like striking sunglasses. I have a really cool pair with a
honey-orange frame by Cubitts, that I wear all the
time. When it comes to clothing, I love staples like a good
boot, or a good coat.
Buying art is a novelty for me. My favourite object in
my house is a piece of art by a Manchurian artist called
Chris ivers. is work is evocative and very dark. During
quarantine, I bought an oil- on-canvas called The Isolated
Ones. It depicts angels falling from the sky and it lives
right above my bed. l

Industry airs on BBC Two in November

THE THREE DEGREES

The Forty Foot in Sandycove, Dublin. Photo: Unsplash; Judd
sunglassed, €125, Cubitts; New Selected Poems by Seamus Heaney
(published by Faber & Faber), €21, Eason
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ART & DESIGN

THE ART OF
THE MOMENT
Gemma Tipton details just how the art world
has responded to a major shift in conditions in
2020, with virtual shows, emerging diversity
and a new appetite for beauty.

P

ity the forecasters: back in the latter days of 20 those in the know were
busily looking into a crystal ball to predict art trends for the year ahead. ut
who could have seen what was actually on its way? With the globetrotting art
brigade thoroughly grounded, how are things looking as we near the end of 2020?
Surprisingly, some of the predictions have held firm. This time last year, many
were looking forward to the long overdue shift away from an art world dominated by
overpriced, white male artists.
This is finally happening. ust take the oyal ibernian Academy, where, for the
first time in its 0 year history, the Annual exhibition is currently all online. The
A resident Abigail O’ rien, Secretary na Sealy and eeper ithne ordan are
all women. And brilliant artists too.
ikewise, diversity is finally coming to the fore. In Ireland, check out the Angelica
Network, a new platform connecting women and non-binary artists of minority
ethnic and cultural backgrounds with curators and programmers. eep an eye on
Anishta Chooramun, who has already been among the winners at the DS Art
Awards, and Iraqi-born assam Al Sabah, who moved to Ireland in 200 and is due to
show with Cork’s The lucksman and ondon’s asworks in 202 .
One trend predicted for 2020 which hasn’t come to pass was a comeback for
abstract art. Maybe when everything is topsy turvy we like to see things we
recognise, and which, perhaps for that reason, comfort us. Take a look at the
A’s
Annual xhibition which has landscape as the chosen theme. andscape, of course,
gives you a wide margin. It can be landscapes of the four walls in which you find
yourself isolating, the landscape of the mind, or the beauties of nature that we came
to cherish so much this year. The best art is always eternal. Whether it was painted
in war, peace or pandemic, really good art speaks to us across time and place. So,
while the title of Niamh Smith’s photograph Home, Soft Focus, Life, Cocooning locates
the work in a moment, the image – which shows an elderly man staring out of his
living room into a darkened world – would have been just as moving if seen when
Covid- was not yet a household name.
The
A’s atrick Murphy notes one other surprising shift in 2020. While the
last recession saw many artists making smaller works, the spring lockdown gave
artists more time, and many increased the scale of the work – so there are lots of
larger works in this year’s Annual,
Murphy says.
At Dublin’s Solomon allery,
Tara Murphy is cautiously upbeat,
following a sell-out show by abstract
artist Tom Climent. Tom is always
popular, Murphy says. When we
were planning the exhibition, I
wasn’t sure if it was crazy or not,
but it went above all expectations.
Sculpture, according to Murphy, has
also been selling well, as clients can

Above: Monachopsis
Drawing No 15 digital print
by Aideen Barry ARHA
Below: The Distance
Between Us, oil-on-canvas
by Martin Gale

Top left: Bernie
Harrison from The
Invisible Frontline by
Jeanette Lowe
Above: Together and
Alone, May 2020 oilon-linen by Nick Miller

view via video call. Solomon allery’s next exhibition,
by ohn ehan, will be completely online.
Still, the picture for many artists is not rosy, and the
future is not necessarily bright. An entire ecosystem of
shared spaces and mutual support has been devastated.
Attempting to balance this, Arts Minister Catherine
Martin has committed one million euro to the Irish
Museum of Modern Art and the Crawford allery to
collect work. We’re not commissioning new work,
Mary McCarthy of the Crawford Art allery says.
Instead we’re looking at work that’s been made in
the past ten years. McCarthy describes the negative
impact on artists of not being able to be part of a
conversation around their work. Without exhibition
openings, artists’ talks and newspaper reviews, There’s
no echo, no talk-back to your work. It’s like creating
in a vacuum. We have to find a way to continue to
motivate people.
One such project has been T ’s gorgeous
Illuminations. With visual art commissions from artists
including azel Coonagh, Isabel Nolan and eanne
McDonagh, alongside poetry, prose and music the
project, as T ’s Ann-Marie ower describes it, put
its faith in the artists . She agrees that there has been
a preoccupation with nature, as well as with family and
kinship. Mental health is a theme too, an awareness
of the small things in life. That’s what I love about the
artists: it’s what we’re all going through but they can
articulate it.
eanne McDonagh, one to watch for 202 , is keen
to look at the positive, I am finding it a good time to
connect with new artists and explore new exhibitions
virtually, she says. I know that isn’t that same as
being present at an event but
there are many
conversations I would not have had or people I would
not have met if it wasn’t for Teams or oom.
Future-thinker Isabel Nolan is pragmatically
positive. I’ve often talked about learning from
confusion and uncertainty, but there is also the time
when events knock you sideways. And the time when
the trip sideways becomes something meaningful, she
says. Words to live by for 202 , indeed. l

Above: Gillian Hyland
by Isabel Nolan
Below: Elements by
Hazel Coonagh
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DOMESTIC GLITZ
THE MOOD

Smartphone bag,
€14.99, H&M

Boxy jumpsuit,
€399, Designers
Remix at
Zalando

A model walking the
catwalk at the Chanel
autumn winter 1984/1985
ready-to-wear
show, the first by Karl
Lagerfeld, wearing silk
pyjamas and a velvet robe
Photo: Getty

Leather pencil skirt
€1,269, Off White

18 karat white
and yellow
gold earring,
€11,040, Jessica
McCormack at
Net-a-Porter

Limited edition 18 karat
white gold and
diamond watch,
€35, 400, Piaget at
Net-a-Porter

Leather clutch,
€169, Peelo

From plush robes to full on glad rags,
whatever Christmas looks like this year there’s
no denying the feel-good effects of velvet,
feathers and even the odd sequin.

Feathered jean, €75,
River Island

Croc-effect boot, €149,
& Other Stories

Bow earring, €269,
Beatriz Palacios
at Atrium

Velour culotte,
€61, Hush

Velour blazer,
€87, Hush

Polka-dot bra,
€35,
& Other
Stories

Feather
trimmed
lounge set,
€218, Sleeper

Small hoop earring,
€380, Bottega Veneta
at Brown Thomas
Silk chiffon blouse,
€790, Saint Laurent

Hotel slipper,
€906,
Roger Vivier
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JEWELS

Yellow gold,
peridot and
diamond necklace,
€38,500, Boodles

Perpetual 36mm
watch, €5,350,
Rolex at
Weir & Sons

Emerald and 18
karat gold chain
ring, €3,311,
Lizzie Mandler at
Matches Fashion

ALBERTA FERRETTI

Metal and strass
earring, POA,
Chanel

JIL SANDER

JEWEL NOTES
If ice-white gems and silver tones leave you a little cold,
embrace the softer hues of diamonds teamed with warm
golds. A splash of colour; emerald greens, rich rubies or
canary yellows make this a trend to fall in love with.

Metal and strass
bracelet, POA,
Chanel

ERDEM

JIL SANDER

Pearl drop earring,
€138, Kenneth
Jay Lane at
Brown Thomas

Bangle watch,
POA, Jaeger

Yellow gold, multigem and diamond
earring, €14,900,
Boodles

Freshwater pearl
and 14 karat gold
necklace, €875,
Sophie Bille Brahe

Garnet pearl and
gold earring, €770,
Anissa Kermiche at
Net-a-Porter
Leather strap
watch, €90, Cluse
at Weir & Sons
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A Rare Gem-Set Pendant/Brooch, by Fred Paris, Circa 1980
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ACCESSORIES

Van Gogh Starry
Night embroidered
clutch, €1,182,
Olympia Le Tan

Pearl drop
bag, €660,
Simone Rocha

TO HAVE AND

Beaded bag, €275,
Ganni at Brown Thomas

Diamanté detail
bag, €525, Shrimps

Quilted sheen
bag, €79,
& Other Stories

DETAIL IMAGES: JASON LLOYD EVANS

to hold

A bag has to be extra special to warrant
wardrobe space right now. Cue autumn’s array
of plush carriers that work overtime: from
exquisite embroidery and flashes of metal to
hold-me quilting and diamanté detailing.

Cassette shoulder bag,
€2,900, Bottega Veneta
at Brown Thomas

Feathers bag,
€1,495,
Jimmy Choo

Iconic 1969 chainmail bag,
€690, Paco Rabanne at
Matches Fashion

Petite Malle,
€4,050,
Louis Vuitton

Raffia bag with acetate
handle, €395, Shrimps
at Matches Fashion

Baguette bag,
€979, Balenciaga
at Brown Thomas

Embroidered
bag, €570,
Simone Rocha
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Wrap Stars
Purveyor of perfect
coats, Irish label The
Landskein is worth
investing in for winter.
Derived from a Celtic
word describing the
weaving of landscapes
on the horizon line, the
label melds traditional
Irish fabrics – Irish linen
and Donegal tweed
– with contemporary
silhouettes and a
slow fashion ethos.
Each piece is made to
order, with a twelveday turnaround. Get
it at Havana and
Thelandskein.com.

2

3

Prints Charming
Shaking up your accessories
repertoire? Look no further
than new luxury Irish brand
Tidings. Think eye-catching
prints and typographic designs
with 2020-worthy slogans.
Neckerchiefs and pocket
squares are priced at €110,
scarves are priced at €219.
tidings.ie

The thoughtful

4

SHOPPER
M U S T - H AV E S

Investment pieces, sustainably-minded
purchases and little snippets of luxury.
By Sarah Macken
Homes to Love
The gift for those
who perennially
wonder how the
other half lives
(and decorates),
new tome The
Lives of Others
(Rizzoli) is a
future coffee
table collectable.
Curated by
Dubliner Simon
Watson, whose
career spans the
likes of AD, W
Magazine and
Vanity Fair, it’s
voyeurism of the
chicest degree.
€59.50 at The
Gutter Bookshop.

The Chic Addition
Aesop has added a
trio of candles to its
aromatic offering for
Christmas. After the
vegan-wax has burned
entirely, the ceramic
container doubles as
a cup or toothbrush
holder. €90 each at
Aesop.com.

5
8

Come Dine with Me
I’m a longtime fan of
presenter Laura Jackson,
who also happens to be
quite the aesthete as well
as a notable foodie – which
is why the collaboration
between Papier and
Jackson’s foodie collective
Hoste is an extra pleasure.
Think beautiful notebooks,
and quirky menus and name
cards – perfect for adding
a touch of luxury to postlockdown dinner parties. See
more at Papier.com.

6
Soft Side
Natural and
biodegradable,
mohair is that perfect
combination of
snuggle-down
warmth sans
any scratchy
unpleasantness. This
generously-sized,
caramel-hued blanket,
€190, from Stable
of Ireland is a ﬁrm
wish-list favourite. It’s
spun and woven in
Ireland, too.
stableoﬁreland.com

Seeing Red
A classic red
lipstick is a beauty
investment that
will yield dividends.
Lancôme’s new
L’Absolu Rouge
Crystal is a vibrant
red that is creamy
and as sparkling
as Dorothy’s
famous slippers.
€32, available at
Brownthomas.com
and Arnotts.ie.

9

Check Point
A comfy armchair can bring years of
enjoyment (it’s surely the perfect spot to
curl up in, book in hand). All the better if it’s
a thing of beauty, too. There’s something
about classic gingham that constantly
appeals – as this plush Soﬁa armchair,
€1,499, from Ceraudo attests to. (Head
to page 60 to read about the sisters who
founded the brand.) ceraudo.com

7
Top of the Table
Renting the dream tablescape may be the
most sustainable, stress-free way to entertain
at home. With clients such as Burberry, Estée
Lauder, Victoria Beckham and Roland Mouret,
new events company AD Event Design –
founded by Irish woman Annie Dunne –
offers at-home tablescaping kits for hire
from as little as €18 per person. Perfect
if your festive table needs a little zhuzh.
adeventdesign.com
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Rooftopand
Thermal Suite

Experience

The Spa at The Johnstown Estate invites you to nourish both your body and mind. Our brand new
thermal and rooftop experiences have been paired with lunch in our in-spa restaurant, an overnight stay,
and full Irish breakfast the following morning. A blissful escape starting from €249 per couple.

To find out more, visit
thejohnstownestate.com

Call us today on: +353 (0)46 954 0030 | spareservations@thejohnstownestate.com
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FASHION’S
LATEST
GAME PLAN
Paul McLauchlan examines the obsession with gaming that has gripped the fashion world
and questions whether its younger, fresh demographic could reshape the industry as we
know it.

e-commerce platform Farfetch.
It’s an app where you can access extravagant ichard
uinn gowns and immy Choo sandals (and a dramatic
makeup look to match), from the comfort of your own
home. If you like the pieces enough you can buy
them, too.
Cued up is the move to add supermodels like Natalia
odianova, Irina Shayk and Imaan ammam as avatars in
the game, imbuing the app with real life credibility as well
as an opportunity for the player to enter the high fashion
experience. With this launch, Drest plans to donate a
percentage of revenue to the aforementioned models’
philanthropic efforts, as well as highlighting them in an
editorial format.
eing the best dressed is not just what you wear or
what you look like, it’s what you say and what you stand
for. We try to tie all these things into gameplay, eomans
says.
From brand discovery to philanthropic endeavours,
eomans is convinced fashion gaming can democratise
the fashion world, giving players access to an aspirational
world built on prestige and exclusivity.
arlier this year, when government mandated
lockdowns shuttered bricks-and-mortar stores for months,
the app functioned as a practical solution for those who
still wanted to shop luxury goods. Intelligence that allows
users to virtually try products on avatars whose body
types and skin tones are adjustable was a bonus.
Drest comes at a time ripe with opportunity. According
to a 20 report from iftoff, female gamers are per
cent more likely than their male counterparts to make inapp purchases using mobile games.
Stephanie hair, Chief Customer Officer at Farfetch,
says that partnering with Drest – as well as collaborating

with urberry on the launch of its gaming app
ounce
– was a no-brainer. It’s a great opportunity to offer the
customer an innovative way to continue to find the pieces
that they love, she says.
The crossover between fashion and gaming is

DREST

L

ucy eomans is one of those under-the-radar
fashion insiders who has serious clout. The former
editor of both Porter and Harper’s Bazaar magazines,
she spends her days immersed in an industry marked by
a luxurious, creative imprint. Suffice it to say, eoman is
often as responsible for setting trends as she is following
them.
owever, beneath that always-on career that’s scaled the
heights of fashion lies a Farm ille fascination. ike many
in the late aughts, eomans started playing the video
game along with some of her professional friends whose
obsession with it caught her off guard. Now, almost
twelve years later, as the founder and co-C O of Drest
– one of the industry’s most notable apps, eomans has
married her two interests: fashion
and gaming.
It might seem like an unlikely pairing but it comes as
no surprise that the fashion sphere is looking to cash in on
an industry that, in 2020, is expected to grow to
.
billion. The growth of the gaming industry is due to
increased interaction arising from the global pandemic,
according to a report by Newzoo. Furthermore, statistics
show that women account for per cent of gamers.
ow does it work? Drest opens up the world of fashion
to players who can dress a virtual avatar in response to a
creative challenge based on real life moments – think how
to style a leather jacket or how to dress for a red carpet
event.
layers handpick a look, choosing from over 0 of the
world’s most prominent fashion houses – ucci, Stella
McCartney and rada are all on board – and share them
to a feed where other players vote for their favourites.
Drest takes things a step further, allowing users to shop
the ensembles they put together via a partnership with

“The CROSSOVER
between fashion
and GAMING
is BIG and only
getting BIGGER”

big and only getting bigger, making it an important
medium via which companies can connect with both
new and existing consumers, lizabeth aton,
International Styles Correspondent at The New York
Times, says.
uxury fashion has always been focused on creating
brand loyalty – historically the focus of that was in-store
experience, aton says, stating that social media and
technological evolution have pushed brands in a new
direction, leading to the development of fashion gaming.
Corina affey, an Irish editorial and commercial
stylist who has fallen down the virtual rabbit hole, says
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DREST

DREST

fashion is smart to partner with the gaming world. It
completely democratises high fashion. eople now have the
opportunity to road test the job of a stylist from a mobile
phone.
With women accounting for more than half of mobilegaming players, fashion gaming could change the way
that women shop. Who would want to visit a store when a
virtual avatar that looks like you can do the work for you?
The efficiency is undeniable. The benefits are two-fold: the
current spate of luxury apps upgrading the gaming scene
are thanks, in part, to the sudden interest from the fashion
cohort.
When I first came into this space, there were no games
with high fashion in them, eomans says. (The Drest user
base is 2 per cent women, per cent male, two per cent
non-binary and two per cent undisclosed, with per cent
of the demographic between 2 and .)
affey agrees, adding, There’s never been a
sophisticated app for grown women.
Now, fashion games are numerous. It comes after
the advent of social media which has reshaped fashion,
allowing everyone front row access to the world’s most
exclusive brands months ahead of their arrival in store
and at the same time as industry insiders.
Fashion and technology are such great bedfellows.
Technology is the answer to some of the challenges
fashion faces and its ability to tell stories, eomans says.
Across all areas of fashion, tech companies, fashion
brands and e-commerce platforms are participating in the
latest frontier. ou have ADA, which launched in China
earlier this year. A global rollout is yet to happen, but its
purpose is to create personalised virtual avatars who wear
purchasable, real life designs from participating brands in

“WHO would
want to visit a
STORE when
a VIRTUAL
AVATAR that
looks like YOU
can do the
WORK for you?”

spaces also selected by the player. The player can purchase
real life garments for a minute fraction of the price in
gameplay. Future updates hope to include collaborations
with the furniture and automotive industries, creating a
lifestyle app of sorts.
ou have urberry who launched single-player and
multiplayer games,
ounce and Surf, respectively, in
which players can compete for a variety of physical and
digital rewards. The brand also live-streamed its recent
spring summer 202 fashion show on Twitch, the gaming
streaming website.
ou also have luxury houses like ouis uitton creating
skins for avatars in the game eague of egends, footwear
labels like Christian ouboutin launching the virtual oubi
world with orean gaming app epeto, and e-commerce
platforms like Farfetch partnering with games like Drest
and
ounce providing them with a shoppable aspect.
The primary gambit of fashion’s foray into gaming is
to embrace younger consumers who are more receptive
to gaming, especially in Asia and the Middle ast, where
technologically-driven youths spend the bulk of their time
in online realms and see less of a distinction between their
online and offline lives.

While the fashion and gaming crossover extends across
the industry, aton concedes, I haven’t played any of the
games launched in the fashion industry yet – though as a
reporter covering the sector I know
I should.
affey questions whether deploying functions that allow
users to vote for favourite looks defeats the purpose the
joy of creativity and expression that the apps philosophise
about. This part doesn’t sit well with me. owever,
she notes that community engagement satiates the very
human desire for connection and allows apps to connect
like-minded individuals across the globe.
It is this aspect of fashion gaming that brands are
hoping to connect with the most: the intersection between
our digital and real lives.
I think the use of games on social media, for example,
has been very effective in generating brand traction,
especially in China. roduct placement within games may
be an effective way to make brands relevant in whatever
world potential consumers decide to spend their time,
uca Solca, senior research analyst, global luxury goods at
ernstein, says.
The outbreak of Covid- at the beginning of the year
pushed people into an advanced state of hyperconnectivity.
While it is the most physically disconnected the world has
been in years, the pandemic accelerated the way in which
technology plays a role in our lives. It counts for gaming
too.
Drest noticed a surge in downloads and session time
in the first months of the pandemic with engaged users
spending, on average, minutes on the app every day and
spending an average of seven minutes on
each session.
Since launching its first app in October 20 , urberry
has experienced a growing appetite for gaming among
younger consumers, particularly in China. owever, it is a
global trend. Over two million people in over 0 countries
have played the
ounce app.
While aton hasn’t played with fashion gaming, she says
that it is a medium which melds experience with digital
exploration if and when it is done well, it has a huge
potential for growth.
She adds, I am lucky in my job in that usually I have
a front row seat to the industry, from runway shows and
streetstyle to behind the scenes shoots and events. For
those who are interested in that world, gaming could be a
compelling new way to feel like they can join in.
hair says, The Farfetch customer is savvy. They know
what they want and have their finger on the pulse. We
believe any form of tech, including the gamification of
fashion, will prove interesting for fashion lovers.
When eomans founded Drest, her biggest fear was
that it would only reach a niche audience of fashion
fanatics who closely follow each season’s designers,
collections and trends, but the result was eye-opening.
When we initially took stock of who was enjoying Drest,
we wondered if the user base would be too fashion . ut
everyone loved it, it’s not the demographic we thought it
would be at all.
The most illuminating aspect of selling Drest to the
world came in the early stages of the app’s development.
In order to convince the world’s top brands to
participate in the app, eomans travelled around the
world to meet with individuals – to convince them, really.
In New ork, she visited a shoe designer and in Milan, a
woman she describes as dressing like Carolyn essetteennedy. In both meetings, she was sceptical. Could she
convince fashion’s elite? To her astonishment, both women
confessed to being avid gamers.
eomans says, The stereotype of gaming has changed
so much. I think for many people gaming can feel like
a guilty pleasure, so I like the idea that it has a real life
outcome. It might help you understand new trends rather
like a publication but on a much more engaging level, or
you might discover an incredible charity, or a new movie
that you haven’t seen. It’s all about humanity. l
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WINTER DRESSING

get SHARP
Autumn winter’s
coolest looks are
tactile, tailored and
don’t shy away from
a splash of colour.

Photography by
Naomi Gaffey
Styling by
Corina Gaffey

Oatmeal wool coat, €420,
check wool shirt, €145,
pleated wool trouser, €195
and grey turtleneck, €135,
all Reiss
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Rust leather trench
coat, €3,205, cotton
shirt, €106, and wool
trouser, €220, all Boss;
socks, €5.95, Zara;
derby shoe, €150, COS
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WINTER DRESSING

Sage green jacket, €89,
green wool jumper, €89,
and grey trouser, €89,
all COS; white T-shirt,
€12.99, H&M

Aubergine jacket, €670,
trouser, €315, and pink shirt,
€380, all Tibi; derby shoe, as
before

Wool coat, €679
and striped knit
cardigan, €445,
both Acne
Studios; navy stripe
trouser, €280,
Barena Venezia, all
at Brown Thomas;
camel crewneck,
€65, Remus Uomo
at Arnotts

Photography by Naomi Gaffey; Styling by Corina Gaffey;
Styling assisted by Hannah Monaghan; All grooming by Christine
Lucignano using Boy de Chanel and Chanel Hydra Beauty Camellia
Water Cream; Model, Lukman at Not Another Agency
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Plaid wool coat, €675,
Officine Générale and striped
sweatshirt, €590, Loewe,
both at Brown Thomas;
burgundy cord trouser, €119,
Samsøe & Samsøe at Arnotts
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JOY, all wrapped up

Whoever you’re
SHOPPING for this
CHRISTMAS, get a
head START with
our COVETABLE
GIFT guide.

GIAMBATTISTA VALLI

Compiled by Amy Heffernan
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GIFTS
Lúnasa Eau de Parfum,
€130, Cloon Keen

Fountain
pen, €600,
Montblanc

Cashmere crew-neck
sweater, €199,
Theo & George

Travel
pouch, €47,
Take
Monday

Jean-Michel Frank by
Laure Verchère, €250,
published by Assouline

Silk scrunchie
(set of three),
€25, KDK

BURBERRY

Champagne saucer
(set of two), €42,
Ferm Living at
Industry & Co

Shaving set
and stand,
€390,
Czech &
Speake

Oyster Perpetual 41mm
watch, €5,650, Rolex at
Weir & Sons

Leather chess
case, €5,065,
Asprey

Coveter of Classics
Trophy pieces for those who’ll
tire of anything but the best.
Leather
trimmed
canvas tote,
€890, Burberry

No.5 hair mist,
€50, Chanel at
Brown Thomas

Touché Eclat Radiance giftset,
€35, YSL at Arnotts

14 karat gold and
moissanite ring,
€8,989, Chupi
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Limited
edition
giclée print,
€135,
Maxi at
Jam Art
Prints

Relax + Sleep
Bath Salts, €22,
Anatomé

The Discovery Duo
skincare set, €405,
Augustinus Bader

Brushed cotton
herringbone throw, €145,
White & Green

Acetate folding comb,
€35, Buly 1803

Wool, alpaca and silkblend cardigan, €370,
Inis Meáin at Mr. Porter
Heritage
Flagship
watch, €1,430,
Longines at
Fields

Botanical Bee Herbal
Woods candle, €40,
Rathbornes

Comfort Seekers
Essentials for adding a
luxe touch to long,
dark nights.

Amaretto liqueur, €18,
Disaronno

Walnut and
aluminium digital
radio, €300, Revo

CHRISTIAN WIJNANTS

Velvet tasselled slipper,
€255, Paul Stuart
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GIFTS
Wool beanie,
€130,
Acne Studios

Duffle bag, €180,
Herschel Supply Co at
Hen’s Teeth

LACOSTE

Purifying
water
bottle,
€129, LARQ

Merino wool padded bib,
€69, COS

Active Pursuiters

Super Sculpt legging,
€100, Sweaty Betty at
Brown Thomas

Hip and happening
options to brave the
elements in.

Aran knit, €370,
& Daughter

Merino wool blanket,
€335, Tekla

Canvas ankle boot,
€343, Grenson at
Net-a-Porter

Intensive Hand
Cream, €22,
Grown
Alchemist
X-E3 camera with
18-55mm lens, €1,150,
Fujifilm
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Party for

ONE

COV E R STA R

Róisín Murphy remains one of the most prolific
Irish performers right now. With her latest
album providing a soundtrack to all the parties
we wish we were at, she tells Louise Bruton
about the heady days of early clubbing, musical
shape-shifting and glory days to come.

W

e did flyers and half the city turned up,
is n
Murphy says, looking back on a legendary party
she threw in Sheffield when she was . We
had over 2 policemen in the house, either plainclothes or
uniformed at one point. There were helicopters over the
house. And if you left the house, you were put into a van
and taken to the police station.
ust like the rest of us, club music innovator Murphy
is reliving some of her best nights out in order to fill the
many empty nights of 2020.
Then six o’clock in the morning, they would open the
newsagents underneath us and the woman who opened up
for the Sunday papers would be crying and shivering, she
says, remembering the terraced house across the road from
Sheffield nited Football’s grounds which sat over a shop.
She pulled me down to look at the ceiling in the
newsagents. its were falling off it from people dancing on
the floor above.
Whether she’s posting throwback pics on Instagram of
parties with ate Moss and Atomic itten in Ibiza, lost
nights in Sheffield with lifelong friends or snuggling up to

Sacha aron Cohen in full Ali garb, it’s fair to say that
Murphy’s nights out – and now her nights in – are on a
different level to the average punter. Now based in ondon,
a city she didn’t get at first, the Arklow native still leaves
a trail of well-constructed chaos and worn-out dance floors
(and ceilings) everywhere she goes.
As one of the hard hitters in Sheffield’s rave scene in the
early ’ 0s, she brought a dose of extra devilment as the
voice of Moloko, the frenetic disco-house duo she formed
with her then-boyfriend Mark rydon. As a solo entity, she
has evolved into one of the most stylised and idolised club
queens whose music caters to a party of any size.
Róisín Machine, her fifth album, is designed for a dazzling
late-night festival slot but with the live music industry on
pause this year, it is instead being consumed by fans on
laptop speakers in kitchens across the world. A wild spirit
contained in unusual surroundings, Murphy, who turned
this summer, has never really felt enclosed, perhaps because
that would be an impossible thing to do.
I’ve always kicked against any kind of constraints put
upon me in terms of, let’s say, other people’s perspective,

Embellished dress, POA,
Miu Miu; leather glove,
rented from Costume
Studio; thigh high boot,
€79.95, Zara; earring,
Murphy’s own
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Fringed kaftan,
€979, Taller Marmo
at Matches Fashion;
earrings and shoes,
Murphy’s own

she says, her Irish accent undiluted from living in the
for the last
years. If I give you one image, give you
one message, or give you one story then I’m inclined to
give you another the next time you see me.
ou think one thing about me and then I’ll kick
against it and do Pure Pleasure Seeker, you know, she
says, noting the leap from Moloko’s massive 2000 chart
hit The Time Is Now to the supremely wonky but brilliant
single that followed.
I guess I’m a little bit reactionary. I’m also very
curious and just want to spread unique, creative wings as
far as I can really.
When Murphy was 2, she moved with her wheelerdealer family from Wicklow to Manchester but when
her parents split up and returned to Ireland three
years later, she hung on, displaying an explosive sense
of independence and determination. Whether she’s in
Manchester, Sheffield or ondon, where she moved to
in 2002 just as Moloko were nearing their last year as a
group, she becomes engrossed in the music and fashion
scenes of whichever city she calls home and is very much
the centre of – if not the cause of – the party.
owever, as those scenes are in a strange state of
suspension right now, Murphy created her own stage
to perform on, a stage that has certainly enhanced
the lockdown experience of the Róisín Machine era.
Turning her ondon living room into a makeshift club
or swathing through a villa in Ibiza – where she spent
some time alone this summer in her producer partner
Sebastiano roperzi’s place a house of countless
parties, after-parties and after that parties – and then
diving into an outdoor pool in a full, floral rig-out, she
delivers striking visuals to accompany the songs that are
cheering people on through this hellscape of a year.
lamorous but also natural, she occasionally trips
over her designer gowns, falls down and bounces back
up, bringing some silliness to our screens in a very
serious way. These shows are done for sanity and for
entertainment. When she could have chosen to play it
tame, she instead pushed herself to the next level in
terms of what people expect from an artist in the middle
of a pandemic.
While her devout fans have had to forego the
experience of crushing up against the railings, sweating
and roaring their heads off to every word, they now take
part in oom discos and online
As, most notably
Tim urgess from The Charlatans’ weekly Twitter
istening arty.
They’re quite a thing, she says.
very Friday, The Charlatans frontman picks a
different record for fans to listen to and the artist in
question provides some live commentary using the
hashtag timstwitterlisteningparty. So far, Róisín
Machine, 200 ’s Overpowered and Moloko’s 200 album
Statues have been revisited and dissected in this way,
giving her a new link to her fans.
ecause what you do is you just press play all
together, and I’m there on Twitter, and they’re all
there on Twitter. And I’ve got loads of stuff ready, like
photographs and background material and descriptions
of songs and what we did, and I’m reacting in real-time
with people and people are reacting in real-time to the
music yet we’re all in our separate pods.
Covid language, obviously, seeps into the conversation.
ow can it not? Although she’s living in ondon with
her two children, aged ten and eight, and roperzi, it
doesn’t feel like she’s really there.
I’m in a simulation at the moment because I’m sitting
here and I’m working with other people who are in other
parts of the country or in another country. Doing oom
calls and all that, she says, so in this period I’m not
involved and I don’t know what’s going on in ondon .
In typical Murphy fashion, her home shows have now
escalated into something bigger. In a warehouse just
outside irmingham, she’s working with a crew to create
an online concert that’s a cross between cinema and
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“I’m a little bit
REACTIONARY and just
want to spread UNIQUE,
creative WINGS as far as
I can”
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Vintage ’80s cocktail dress,
€326, Givenchy at Rellik; glove
high-neck velvet top, €646,
Richard Quinn at Matches
Fashion; earring, Murphy’s own

at that point, you would go on tour and you’d go out
for another year and you’d have another year’s life out
of this thing that you’ve created. A different life, she
says with a revealing sadness. Another part of the
explanation, you know? And I’m sure when it comes to
it, and that’s not happening straight away after releasing
this album, you’ll find another is n.
ut the truth is, there is no other is n, and if her
fans are getting antsy, they can rest assured because she
has almost finished her next record with the acclaimed
erman producer D oze.
eah, it’s off the chain, she giggles.
I’m gonna come at you again
In the makings since 20 2 and co-produced by
ichard arratt, also known as D arrot and Crooked
Man, who she has been friends with since the Sheffield
days, Róisín Machine is a throbbing, filthy slice of club
culture. Taking in elements of disco, techno, soul and
pure, unfiltered house, it’s a back catalogue of the
sounds, memories and feelings – good and bad – that she
picked from all of the parties she’s thrown and attended
along the way. Songs like We Got Together cause your
insides to vibrate and on the dizzying Murphy’s Law, she
sings I feel my story’s still untold and I’ll make my own
happy ending . Does a tinge of loneliness go hand-inhand with being so ambitious?
eah, I mean, I think about ambition, but ambition for
what though? That’s the question. ust to improve and to
have some control over yourself and your own making
of yourself, she says slowly. And obviously, as my da
says, Well, we don’t make ourselves, daughter’.
When music pours into her life like this, she says that
she can’t complain, also noting that the support she gets
from her partner and her childminder of seven years
who keep things going at home makes it easier.
They have a parent in Sebastiano who pours so
much into the family life that they don’t feel in any way
screwed up by their mother, you know, and they don’t
even know the half of it yet. esus When they find
out
Sidetracked by the
thoughts of that chat with
the kids, she adds, ut the
point is, we’re grand you
know? And I couldn’t do it if
they weren’t grand. I’d be a
mess if they weren’t alright.
Although Murphy doesn’t
feel like she has ever been
contained by the music
industry, it’s her razor-sharp
determination that has
helped her to be ahead of the
game for the last 2 years
as a performer. From when
she was a teenager, freshly
uprooted from Ireland to
making the jump from being in a successful band and
going solo as a forward-thinking pop Maestra, she carves
a space for herself out of necessity. It comes naturally
to her. If any doors were shut, she kicked them open,
thus leading the way for the likes of Scissor Sisters, ady
aga and Dua ipa who followed in her six-inch tall,
sparkling, Alexandre authier footsteps.
When you go out into the world of clubs and music –
and I went into that world quite young – and I began to
build something else other than just what I was handed.
Then the class I was born into, the upbringing I had, the
background I came from, she says, looking back on all
the roads that bring us to now, all remain probably the
biggest part of me.
ut I had some malleability in those years to make
myself and I probably still have some. At least I’d like to
think I do. l

“If I give YOU one
IMAGE and give you
one MESSAGE and give
you ONE STORY then
I’m INCLINED to give
you another the NEXT
time you SEE ME”

live music . This event will be broadcast in partnership
with Mixcloud across three different time zones on
November and after months of winging it alone in front
of a camera, this whole grand scheme has created a
0-degree problem for her.
I’ve got to – obviously – get the band together and do
the setlist, and think about how the music is translated.
Then I have to put it into the space. And I have to think
about wrangles and setups. And when we start the track,
you know? What we can do within the parameters of
area performance for film, and without an audience.
And then I’ve got to think about what I’m wearing, she
laughs because a is n Murphy gig always comes with
an inbuilt fashion show, with designers from Comme

des ar ons, Celine, iktor olf, alenciaga and ucci
usually lining up to dress her.
ut in the centre of the technicalities is the thing we
are all pining for normality.
A bit of life sort of breathes back in momentarily
into all this dormant material, if you like, and, she says
wistfully, it might turn out to be quite beautiful.
Typically, the life of an album is prolonged by the
world tour that follows but Murphy fears that the
Machine might come to a crashing halt once the lights go
down at the end of that show.
I will come to a full stop, and a feeling of emptiness
probably at the end of it because it may very well
represent the end of the album, you know? And usually,
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“My KIDS don’t even know
the HALF OF IT yet. JESUS!
When they FIND out…”

Vintage silk jersey dress, €326, Emanuel Ungaro
and vintage gold chain belt, €60, both Rellik;
leopard print tights, €9.95, Calzedonia; earring,
cuffs and shoe, all Murphy’s own
Photography by Conor Clinch; styling by Kieran
Kilgallon; styling assisted by Jessica McFaul; hair by
Eamonn Hughes; makeup by Maria Comparetto;
shot at YoYo Studios London
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All
YESTERDAY’S
Parties

U2’s Bono and his wife Ali Hewson
leaving The Kitchen nightclub in
Dublin. The Kitchen was located in
The Clarence Hotel, co-owned by
Bono and U2 bandmate Edge. It
became the go-to venue for celebs –
and celeb-spotters – in the ’90s.
Photo: Photocall Ireland

Dublin’s nightclub scene has been mothballed since last March,
but that doesn’t mean we can’t celebrate its glory days. Lise
Hand looks back on the last days of Dublin discos and some
infamous moments that defined decades of revelry.

NIGHT FEVER

T

was well after midnight, and the phone on the reception desk was
ringing. obbie Fox, the affable ringmaster of The ink lephant
had abandoned his usual vigil on the door of Dublin’s hippest
nightclub for a couple of minutes, and left me, a regular customer who
happened to be in his vicinity, improbably in charge.
The caller was looking for obbie. I explained he was momentarily
AWO and offered to convey a message. It was ono or dge, (I had drink
taken, to be fair), calling from their jet which was revving up on the tarmac
of a Swiss or erman airport (see above excuse). The band had just finished
a gig, were en route back to Dublin and had a goo on them for a few pints.
They wanted to make sure obbie would see them right, should they arrive
perilously near the club’s 2am closing time.
It seemed a reasonable and perfectly normal request. pon his return,
obbie didn’t turn a hair, and within a couple of hours, the lads were
happily ensconced in the upstairs bar, playing pool and downing a few postmassive-stadium-gig beers. As you do. Or certainly as one did in the club
carnival that was Dublin in the
0s and 0s.
ut alas, poor Dublin. Once a metropolis of infinite jest, it’s now as
animated as orick’s skull. Thanks to the havoc that Covid- has wrought
on after-dark activities, the most high-profile fox in the capital’s city centre
is Sam, the four-legged version who trots with impunity around rafton
Street, past shuttered and silent bars, theatres and clubs.
The descriptor unprecedented has been trotted out like an over-worked
donkey throughout this pandemic, but it’s surely true to say that An r
has never known such a string of silent nights. It has always been a rowdy
city, heaving with rambunctious night owls hell-bent on revelry despite the
mightiest efforts of the fun police in various authoritarian guises to clean
up the capital’s act.
In
, Thomas Wentworth, the ord Deputy of Ireland sent a letter
of complaint to the Archbishop of Canterbury, giving out yards about the
proliferation of wine cellars and taverns throughout the crypt of Christ
Church Cathedral: the vaults underneath the church itself turned all to
ale-houses and tobacco shops, where they are pouring either in or out their
drink offerings and incense, while we above are serving the high od,
he grumbled.
Almost three centuries later, subterranean roisterers still featured in
the city’s nightlife. In Remembering How We Stood, ohn yan’s memoir of
bohemian Dublin, the author describes the catacombs – an underground
drinking den in the basement of a eorgian house on Fitzwilliam Square
which served as an escape for writers, artists, piss-artists and an array of
abelaisian rebels from the unrelenting prosaic grimness of
0s Ireland.
Tenants dwelt in various crannies of this ruy re-like structure, he
wrote. Thither would come, most nights, brigades of young intelligentsia,
platoons of poets, past and future revolutionaries and armchair republicans
and freeloaders, whose motto was myself alone’. No invitation was
required, but a large brown bag of bottled stout was obligatory.
ut not even Dublin’s Archbishop ohn Charles Mc uaid, the joyless
auleiter of the Catholic Church, could keep the godless shenanigans
of the swinging sixties out of Ireland, and Dublin – like the rest of the
country – was soon awash with aboveground ballrooms such as the Ierne
and the National on arnell Square where thousands of young men and
women jived and twisted their way out of the authoritarian gloom imposed
by a Church-State double act.
y the beginning of the
0s, Dublin nightlife was in full swing or full
boogie. Some of the ballrooms morphed into discos, nightclubs, live music
venues the Four rovinces on arcourt Street became the Television, or
T , Club, while the Crystal allroom on South Anne Street transmogrified
into iconic live music venue Mc onagles.
Nightclubs were everywhere, dancing was widespread, and what the
strict licencing laws decreed must be a substantial meal (inevitably a
paper plate of the sort of chicken curry which included peas, or a basket of
chicken and chips) was obligatory wherever there was a D . The Top at
ballroom in Dun aoghaire became a part-roller-disco where teenage girls
belted out loria aynor’s I Will Survive while trying not to get their flares
caught in the skates and part-music venue which hosted now-legendary
gigs by punk royalty such as The am and The Clash, before becoming the
metal mecca for the likes of Metallica and Slayer.
Nightclubs or niteclubs abounded, with names like the cast of a dodgy
porn-flick – Sardi’s, Sloopy’s, ord ohn, arbarella. The biggest of them
all was hivago, off aggot St, where the club’s slogan assured everyone,
love stories begin. It was a multi-storey emporium of red velour, MO
music and legendary Dubliner im ugs’ ranigan on the door keeping the
scruffily-dressed at bay. Alternative’ culture it wasn’t: one musician recalls
receiving a black eye from an irate patron when his band finished a live set
with a shortened version of Amhrán na bhFiann, with ranigan wading in
to end the melee.
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“Nightclubs were EVERYWHERE,
DANCING was WIDESPREAD, and what
the STRICT licensing laws DECREED
must be a ‘SUBSTANTIAL MEAL’ was
OBLIGATORY wherever there was a DJ”
Kate Moss outside
The Kitchen in 1993.
Photo: Leon Farrell
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NIGHT FEVER

The Corrs at the
MTV Awards in
Dublin, 1999.
Photo: Getty
Opening night of POD nightclub in 1993.
Photo: Eamonn Farrell/Photocall Ireland

The
0s was madder still, even in the burbs. Northside disco-goers
had Tamango ( where the gang goes ) in ortmarnock the southsiders had
linkers (later Club 2) in eopardstown. If you shifted someone unwisely
in one venue during the slow set, you banished yourself across the iffey to
the other until the romantic dust settled.
The ’ 0s and ’ 0s was the hey-day of eeson Street almost every
building had a club in its basement: Maxwell lums, eggs, Strings, uck
Whaley’s, ojangles. Middle-aged, moneyed nocturnal animals – lawyers,
politicians, property developers – threw loadsamoney shapes in oys Nite
Club, aka urassic ark , in a basement on ower aggot Street.
The wine on offer on eeson Street was mostly extortionately-priced
gut-rot, but nobody cared, as few ever entered these premises sober.
eeson Street was where you went when everywhere else had called time.
If you were cool, you made it into Suesey Street, the haunt of musicians,
journalists, actors and other ne’er-do-wells, all kept to an acceptable level
of disorder by the indefatigable ean Crowley. The dance-floor was mostly a
space one had to traverse when weaving from the packed gossipfest around
the circular bar to the usefully capacious unisex toilets at the back.
y am, the night-time rush-hour would kick off. eeson Street was
packed with clubbers queuing for a hotdog-with-coleslaw from Wolfie’s
stand, or desperately waving fistfuls of pound notes at any available taxi. It
was the hey-day of Dublin taxis, too.
If there were celebrities in Suesey Street, they had usually first refreshed
themselves in The ink on South Frederick Street which eventually became
eynard’s (owned by obbie Fox), or illie’s ordello off rafton Street,
which opened in
2 and was run with steely aplomb by alerie oe, who
skilfully turned it into the hottest after-dark ticket in town.
y the
0s the recession was receding, there was more money to spend
on going out. Thanks in large part to 2’s global success, to the work of
film directors im Sheridan, Neil ordan and author oddy Doyle, Dublin
was becoming a hip hangout.
Nightclubs and music were
intertwined. The rock scene had
exploded across the city, spawning
a warren of venues the likes of
The nderground, the aggot Inn,
the SF , Mc onagles, the Olympic
allroom had gigs on most nights.
laneloads of A
men (always
men) flew into Dublin armed with
wedges of cash to find the next
2 tax breaks ensured that a
variety of A-list artists took up
residence in Ireland – one couldn’t
throw a tequila slammer across
The ink enards or illie’s without drowning members of Def eppard,
Spandau allet, the Thompson Twins, The lue Nile, alongside ono and
the boys, The ogues and The Corrs, and visiting superstars such as rince
and David owie.
Clubs had their own I areas, none more famous than the original inner
sanctum in illie’s ordello – a tiny leather couch-stuffed library behind
a sturdy oak door and sturdier bouncer. On one memorable night, I was
ensconced on a prized sofa with ddie Irvine, the Ferrari Formula One
driver – the room’s other sofa was occupied by Mick ucknall, the Simply
ed frontman and Catherine eta- ones, the actress.
Suddenly alerie oe was beside us. et up, she muttered to ddie. I
need your sofa for somebody famous. overing expectantly at the door
was ruce Springsteen and his entourage. ddie, no fool he, obliged – but
only after first haggling his prize perch for a case of Italian beer which
was promptly delivered to the corner of the room to which we had been
speedily dispatched.
The apex of the nightlife music madness culminated in the arrival of the
MT
urope Music Awards into Dublin in
every venue was jammed,
every limo booked, every nightclub under siege.
In the wee small hours in Hot Press
on Abbey Street, one of Dublin’s
most memorable gigs took place when an on-fire Iggy op brought down
the house, duetted with Marilyn Manson and ono (who climbed unsteadily
down from the balcony to join him) and roundly abused an amused Mick
agger for declining to do likewise.
y then the nightlife landscape was changing clubbers and ravers packed
into dance emporia such as the Temple of Sound, or The Ormond on the
quays, into the arcourt Street dance haven which began as OD (which
then became ed ox) and Craw Daddy.
The dance scene first blossomed in Flikkers a legendary gay club
that operated out of the basement of the National
T Federation’s
irschfeld Centre in Temple ar, and took root with the arrival of Sides

“That’s the
THING about
DUBLIN nightlife
– it was NEVER
just ONE trend,
just one CLUB”

Model Helena
Christensen heading
into cult Dublin
nightclub POD after
a fashion show at the
Point Depot in 1996.
Photo: Leon
Farrell/Photocall Ireland

Singer Van Morrison, with model Michelle
Rocca and Ian Galvin at POD in 1996. Photo:
Leon Farrell/Photocall Ireland
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Bono and Edge at the opening night
of The Kitchen in 1994. Photo: Eamonn
Farrell/ Photocall Ireland

Former Lillies Bordello manager Valerie
Roe and bouncers outside the nightclub
in Dublin. Photo: Eamonn Farrell/
Photocall Ireland

Singer Gavin Friday with performer Mr
Pussy at the opening of Mr Pussy’s Café de
Luxe in Dublin, 1994. Photo: Leon Farrell/
Photocall Ireland

Naomi Campbell with
then boyfriend, U2’s
Adam Clayton at The
Clarence Hotel in 1993.
Photo: Leon Farrell/
RollingNews.ie

Robbie Fox outside his
club Renards with Gail
Kaneswaran. Photo: Leon
Farrell/RollingNews.ie

DC on Dame ane. Sides was alternative’ in that
you went there to hit the dance floor rather than
the bar. Asked in an interview if turning up in a
three-piece suit lessened one’s chances of getting
into Sides, owner ohn Nolan agreed. They’re
slimmer than usual, yeah, because we feel there’s
something fishy about you, and usually there is.
That’s the thing about Dublin nightlife – it was
never just one trend, just one club. Depending on
your age, where you lived, how much money you
had, Dublin after dark meant different things.
In the Noughties, the bright young – and
not-so young – Celtic Tiger cubs crammed into
rystle nightclub on arcourt Street to drink
champagne and get a name-check in social diaries
or later on social media. Meanwhile, across the
street, a much different flock of night-owls were
queuing up for shift central, otherwise known as
Coppers.
veryone has their own patchwork of Dublin
nightlife memories there was the weekly latenight screening of the Talking eads concert
video Stop Making Sense in the Ambassador
cinema where everyone would get up and dance
and there was the Rocky Horror Picture Show
nights in the old Stella cinema in athmines – an
interactive screen experience, long before mobile
phones and gaming tech came along.
There was the fabulous lunacy of Mr ussy’s
Cafe De uxe on Suffolk Street, run by old-school
female impersonator Mr ussy, aka Alan Amsby,
where – unbothered by the absence of a drinks
licence – one would get served wine in teapots
and hob-nob with the likes of Naomi Campbell,
Michael Stipe, an Morrison.

Supermodel Eva Herzigová
with Bon Jovi’s Tico Torres
heading into POD in 1996.
Photo: Leon Farrell/
Photocall Ireland

There was the lue aysus cabaret in The Waterfront
club, run by avin Friday, where erlin cabaret artist
Agnes ernelle brought to life the music of recht and
rel, featuring a feast of songs with delicious titles like
Father’s Lying Dead on the Ironing Board.
No matter where you went, all nightlife roads ended
in the Manhattan, the magnificently tatty greasy-spoon
cafe on arcourt oad which fed politicians (Charlie
aughey), legends ( ichard arris) and the simply
over-refreshed. ou were served a hearty fry and a cup of
scald, the latter dispensed with expertise from a massive
steel teapot by Auntie May.
And then you went home to bed. Or straight to work.
The Manhattan is gone. hivago became The Sunday
Tribune and after it closed, it now houses that antithesis
to nightlife, a gym. When the ernard Shaw nightspot
shut down last year, its patrons mourned and predicted
the death of Dublin nightlife.
In the end, it was the pandemic which stopped the
carousel, which emptied the venues, silenced the guitars,
dimmed the disco lights, smothered the craic, and broke
the anarchic hearts of after-dark aficionados.
ut it’s only the pause button which has been pressed.
Nightlife will return to doughty Dublin, and someday –
hopefully soon – the streets will once again be filled with
song and drink, offerings and incense. l
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I N PA RT N E R S H I P W I T H

Target to bring their products to thousands of stores
across the nited States. Irish people tend to underrate
themselves, something that doesn’t do us any favours in
the S. It doesn’t serve us to be modest, anessa says.
ou have to think, why wouldn’t you be the person to
do it? It is never about being the smartest person in the
room, but about having the grit and resilience on a
daily basis.

DENISE CHAILA.
PHOTO: TARA THOMAS

WOMEN OF
THE YEAR 2020
First staged in 2001, Irish Tatler’s
Women of the Year Awards has a
legacy of recognising Irish women’s
achievements, pushing boundaries
each year to spotlight remarkable vision
and to spark urgent conversations
surrounding Irish women’s place
in society, in the workplace and
the wider world.
By Rosanna Cooney

U

nder normal circumstances, recent weeks would
have been spent preparing to celebrate our
winners at a gala event, but little about this year
has been normal. Selected by a panel drawn from Irish
Tatler and the usiness ost Media roup – and brought
to you in partnership with M S – these twelve women
represent the range of female achievement in Ireland
today. The women of 2020 spur a conversation about
what 20 years of female Irish achievement means, and
what the next 20 may hold.

Business
Vanessa and Lisa Creavan founded Spotlight Oral Care
in 20 and what started with the Creavans wanting
better and cheaper whitening solutions for their dental
patients in the West of Ireland has exploded onto the
international market. The sisters are now managing
multi-million euro investments while creating a
new understanding of the need for toxin-free and
sustainable oral care.
eople need to be thinking about oral care the same
way they think about skincare clean, based on science
and bio-compatible, anessa says. Despite the pandemic,
they signed a deal this year with C S, ltra eauty and

Music
This year has been a perfect storm for the magnetic
Denise Chaila. Audiences have demanded more airtime
be given to female artists whose voices have long been
unheard and the lack ives Matters movement helped
ensure Chaila appeared on Irish T .
loquent and unapologetic, Chaila is empowering
those who have never felt empowered for anything in
their lives through her music and her work.
While it was an appearance on The Late Late Show
that announced her national treasure status, it was her
performance in the National allery of Ireland earlier
this year that was for her, her beautiful arrival .
Maybe twenty years ago people wouldn’t have
wanted to see black people performing there, sharing
our culture, Chaila says. We’ve all suffered and had
different stories and it has been a series of heartbreaking
events trying to get our voice heard.
In Chaila s song Anseo she refers to herself as a black
ames ond , inverting stereotypes and laying claim
to any cultural, political and social power that has ever
been denied to her for the benefit of another. I honestly
believe there is nothing I can’t do, she says.
International
Ireland’s first supermodel and award-winning actress
Caitríona Balfe stepped into a new political space this
year and has been committed to forging unity online.
alfe started a book club, each month selecting
authors of different nationalities, writing about diverse
cultures and periods of time.
I think something you get from reading other
people’s points of view is empathy and a real sense of
our similarities and our differences, alfe says.
For most of my life all I witnessed was the taking
down of borders and the unification of people and it
seems we have come to a point in the world that politics
is going in reverse.
Alongside wide acclaim for her exploration of female
agency and sexuality in the drama-series Outlander, alfe
continually uses her platform to draw attention to
social injustice.
I feel we all have a responsibility to see what is going
on in the world and if you see things that can be fixed
or done better we should all try to hold the people we’ve
elected accountable to do that, she says.
STEM
As a woman working in the technology sector in
Ireland, Evelyn Nomayo encountered prejudicial
experiences. ather than accept or ignore the bias,
Nomayo, a Nigerian-Irish full-stack web developer, set
about changing it.
She founded hase Innovate, a not-for-profit
organisation dedicated to bridging the gender and race
gap in ST M (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics) fields in Ireland. Nomayo mentored six
teams of girls to enter Technovation irls, a global
technology entrepreneurship competition.
A highlight for Nomayo this year was one of the
teams, made up of three Nigerian-Irish teenage girls,
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EVELYN NOMAYO

“I HONESTLY believe
there is nothing I CAN'T
do” – DENISE CHAILA

winning the senior category prize and also the popular
vote globally, for their app aimed at helping people living
with dementia.
Another standout moment for Nomayo this year
was founding AM Tech Coders. It’s an initiative to
train and mentor women from the underrepresented
communities in Ireland, Nomayo says, whose work and
passion is changing the technology sector in Ireland.
Fashion
A graduate of the National College of Art and Design
in Dublin, Róisín Pierce made international waves
last year as the first Irish designer to win the inaugural
Chanel M tiers d’Art rize at the prestigious y res
Festival of Fashion and hotography in France.
ierce’s beautiful designs are encoded with
generations of pain and the oppression of Irish women
who were incarcerated in Magdalene laundries.
I was fuelled by my anger and disgust, and I wanted
it to be a really good collection to get at a subject that
was so dark, that many people don’t know about, ierce
says.
This year, ierce returned to the y res festival with
her l thanna Fi in, or Wildflowers, collection, which
again honours the uncredited skill of the women who
were incarcerated in Magdalene laundries and whose
free labour produced exquisite lace bridal gowns that
were shipped abroad and sold in stores like arrods.
ierce’s success has worked to inform international
audiences of Ireland’s past.
Outside of Ireland people aren’t really aware of what
happened, she says. It’s a subject that has been hushed
up.
For ierce, the shame that was cast upon women
remains alive today, infusing her work with poignancy.

CAITRÍONA BALFE.
PHOTO: HOUSTONPHOTO.COM

VANESSA AND LISA CREAVEN
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RÓISÍN PIERCE

EÍMEAR NOONE.
PHOTO: STEVE HUMPHREYS

MAIREAD MCGUINNESS

SARAH McINERNEY

“I thought to MYSELF,
I am GOING to be in
full POSSESSION of
the MOMENT because
that is what IRISH
girls need to see” –
EÍMEAR NOONE
EILEEN FLYNN

The Arts
When all around us has come undone, our dreams on
hold and our songs unsung, we can’t go back to what we
knew, but I stand for hope when I stand with you.
As lockdown hit, Eímear Noone penned these words
for an animation film she was scoring. They are
characteristic of the superstar composer’s ability to
evoke emotion from her pen or the tip of her baton.
Noone is known globally for composing the scores
for the most successful video games in the world
but this year she became the first woman to conduct
the orchestra at the 2020 Academy Awards. In a
characteristic display of solidarity, Noone wore an Irish
designer, Claire arvey, for the occasion. Why have one
Irish woman on stage, when you can have two? she says.
The moment reverberated around the world. I
thought to myself, I am not going to go out there and
be apologetic, I am going to go out there and be in full
possession of the moment because that is what Irish
girls need to see, someone who is owning the moment.
Media
Sarah McInerney has worked in journalism since 200 ,
but this was the year she went from a household name to
an essential daily listen. er skill as an interviewer, when
she took over a three month stint on T
adio One s
Today show, became the antidote to political spin at a
time when the nation sorely needed it.
McInerney s show frequently set the news agenda for
the day and week ahead, earning her a permanent slot as
the co-host of Drivetime.
One of the most respected broadcasters in the country,
McInerney cares passionately about women’s issues,
voices and stories and fights hard for their prominence.
I can’t get over the number of women who contact
me who tell me the difference it makes to them to have a
younger female talking to them from the radio, it seems
to make things more relevant to them than when it is an
older man, McInerney says.
Public Life
It was a rush of blood to the head that sent Mairead
McGuinness, the
Commissioner, into politics. A
highly regarded journalist, Mc uinness built her career
in media for twenty four years, before deciding she
wanted a new challenge.
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If I had thought about it more deeply, I may not have
made that jump. ut if you have even an inkling that
politics might be for you, it’s better to explore it rather
than push it aside. Mc uinness’s appointment this year
as
Commissioner for Financial Services, Financial
Stability and Capital Markets came during a reshuffle
following hil ogan’s resignation in the wake of the
olfgate controversy.
Mc uinness is invested in bringing women to every
layer of commerce and politics. When I was , I
thought that gender parity would come in time I am
much wiser now to the reality that change comes very
slowly and if we don’t acknowledge the issue and take
proactive measures to change it, then it stays the same.
Literature
The title of Naoise Dolan’s first novel Exciting Times
seemed to mock our contemporaneous climate as the
week it came out in Ireland, the country was locked
down and while the times may have been unprecedented,
they seemed far from exciting.
Irrespective of the timing and almost despite it,
Dolan’s novel became an international bestseller and set
Whatsapp groups alight, as friends passed it between
each other, desperate for another soul to read it.
It is a very human thing how we interact with books,
because what they give us is a temporary moment of
empathy and a feeling of being heard without having to
do the same in return, Dolan says. The author has also
written and spoken candidly about Autism Spectrum
Disorder she was diagnosed several years ago, effectively
increasing the understanding of ASD as an identity , as
Dolan describes it.
Catalyst
Eileen Flynn made history this year, becoming the
first Traveller to serve as a senator. When Taoiseach
Miche l Martin called to tell me, it was a shock to the
system, Flynn recalls. My biggest focus was getting
that seat and having someone who is a very visible
member of the Traveller community in the Seanad.
Flynn has been outspoken on the issues that affect
her community and is fighting for inclusion at every
level. My sisters would even say to me, A Traveller will
never be anything,’ and that comes from never seeing
Travellers having their identity and being able to work
in visible places, and that is embedded in our community.
reaking down the barrier in my community, and
outside it, is what has kept me going, Flynn says.
She is now focusing on getting hate crime legislation
enacted, and working with the government to combat
discrimination against Travellers.

JESSIE BUCKLEY

Film & Drama
Jessie Buckley has had a stellar year and has cemented
her place as one the film industry’s most in-demand
stars. Nominated for a AFTA for her role in Wild
Rose, she went on to win widespread respect for her
turn in the
O miniseries Chernobyl. It s a far cry from
uckley s first appearance on our screens in 200 , where
she came second in Andrew loyd Webber’s reality T
show I’d Do Anything loyd Webber s search for Nancy
in a West nd production of Oliver.
This year uckley has starred in Charlie aufman’s
dark comedy horror I’m Thinking of Ending Things, has
filmed for Maggie yllenhaal’s directorial debut The Lost
Daughter, and announced she will be in a new rendition
of the Shakespearean classic Romeo and Juliet. All in
addition to gaining a cult status playing killer nurse
Oraetta Mayflower in the fourth season of Fargo.
Design
Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara became the
first Irish people to win the ritzker Architecture rize,
architecture’s most prestigious award, this year. Since
they founded rafton Architects and began working
together in
, the duo have championed great
architecture as a public right. What is marvellous
about architecture is that you are always imagining a
new future and to do that you have to be optimistic,
McNamara says.

The urgency of the climate crisis is something Farrell
and McNamara are constantly engaged in and address
through their work, consciously viewing the earth
as a client . The built world is the new environment,
and so people need to demand the best quality public
architecture, Farrell says. Now, more than ever we can
see the impact that buildings have on people’s health and
well-being. l
Follow @irishtatler for a celebration of the Women of the
Year 2020, in partnership with M&S, over the coming weeks

YVONNE FARRELL AND SHELLEY McNAMARA.
PHOTO: STE MURRAY
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THE WAY WE
DRESS NOW
Lean into the autumn winter collection at M&S for
the most relevant style solutions.
Getting dressed has changed utterly in the last year. Fashion has traded
going out for dressing for the sofa, meanwhile, the biggest trend of the
decade – practicality – is key. Frivolous buys you once loved now laze lustily
in the back of your wardrobe, waiting patiently for their next outing.
While chic loungewear pieces and a warm coat have become the definitions
of hot-right-now wardrobe additions.
Moreover, there’s the new circadian rhythm of your wardrobe to adjust
to. And while fashion may be bidding adieu to power dressing for the
moment, it doesn’t mean doing away with clothes that spark joy or induce
that feel-good buzz. That’s where M&S comes in – with over 0 years of
expertise offering Irish women savvy style solutions.
Whether it’s intelligent fabrications or a master knowledge of fit,
innovation is as key for M S in 2020 as it was when the brand first
launched in Ireland in
. The pillars of the autumn winter 20 offering
are everyday style and trusted value, making M&S your go-to for key
pieces that will work overtime. ean into this and the result is an
empowering wardrobe that works for what every woman needs right now.

THE BIG COVERUP
A chic yet functional coat is always a
big news story come autumn – but, this
year, its status has been upgraded from
essential to non-negotiable, particularly
as the majority of our social interactions
take place outdoors. At M&S, classic
is the buzzword of the season when
it comes to outerwear, with failsafe
designs such as a wool pea coat, a
knee-length herringbone style or a boxy
a iator acket, lined with uffy borg for
extra warmth. The right coat is often the
biggest investment of the season, with
forever pieces starting at €95.

SMARTCASUAL
Let’s face it: when dressing up these days, comfort is never too far out of mind.
he dressing re olution of the last few months has greatly in uenced the autumn
winter trend offering at M&S and the message is loud and clear – a relaxed
silhouette reigns supreme. The good news? You’ve likely already embraced it.
hink du et style puffer ackets, eans that are more boyfriend ﬁt than skinny and
oversized jumpers that are perfect for sinking into. There’s fun to be had when it
comes to the micro-trends of the season, too: pair a shacket (that is, a shirt-jacket)
with a printed dress. r do as the Danes do and upgrade an outﬁt with a bold,
statement cardigan, preferably in a rainbow-inspired colour way. Going all out?
Get on the virtual partywear trend: pair an embellished top with comfortably luxe
trousers – perfect for your next Zoom call with friends.
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LOUNGE PERFECT
We’re calling it – you’re going to be knee-deep in
the trend for loungewear as daywear this winter. At
S, a patented le iﬁt technology means fabrics
offer 360-degree stretch but can bounce back to
their original shape after washing. Meanwhile, the
launch of Boutique, a new homegrown underwear
offering at
S, means you can build stellar outﬁts
down to the ﬁnest detail.

STYLISH MOVES
Activewear has never been so needed right now –
going for a run, chilling out with an at-home yoga
session, or meeting a lo ed one for a walk, a attering
pair of leggings and a chic hoodie have gained second
skin-status. Meaning, they need to move with your
body and look good, too. Based upon years of research
into nailing ﬁt, breathability and structure
S leads
the charge when it comes to high-performance
activewear, and its latest range Goodmove is no
exception. The collection’s sell-out piece the ‘blackout legging’ has gained cult status thanks to its
supporti e ﬁt, secure ip pocket and sleek design.

THE CAPSULE WARDROBE:
IRISH TATLER’S EDIT OF THE BEST OF AUTUMN AT M&S

From left: Belted herringbone coat, €140; mesh watch, €47.50; cashmere relaxed hoodie, €160, Autograph; polk-dot skirt, €47.50, M&S Collection;
button cardigan, €30, M&S Collection; faux leather trouser, €54, M&S Collection, all at M&S
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OPINION

A
SEPARATED
CHRISTMAS
Christmas can be a challenging time for co-parents.
Now Covid-19 is making it a time of separation for
many, for various reasons. Liadán Hynes looks at ways
to navigate a holiday season like no other.

W

hen my ex-husband and I first broke up, I imagined that we would still
take family holidays. That many of the big parts of our life together
would go on as before. In part, I think this was because, at the start of
contemplating a change of this magnitude, it was too much to take on board what it
actually meant.
What I have since learnt is that I needed to break it down into smaller pieces. I
needed to accept bit by bit that we would not all sit in the sun building sandcastles
together as a unit. That it would mean no regular family Sunday lunches, or days
out to the park. In fact, we would find a whole new life, a new way of doing things.
ut right at the start, that new life was impossible to imagine, and so I clung
to the past.
Now, I’m heading into my fourth Christmas as a single parent. And if there was
one thing I would advise anyone for navigating holidays with as little stress as
possible, it would be to lower your expectations.
Things are not going to go as you might like them to. aving expectations
only means setting yourself up for disappointment, which can calcify into anger.
In Covid- times, this rule probably applies to all of us this Christmas. Abandon
immediately the tearful stance that this will not be like any other Christmas get
over it now. Instead of wasting your energy pulling your hair out over what cannot
be, focus on what can be.

Try seeing it more as an adventure, Dr achel Master, a clinical psychologist
and a single parent with two children, advises.
As a single parent, you need to strip it all down to what your values are. It’s not
about how many presents you get. What are the values you love about Christmas?
ou will still probably find ways to meet those values, without necessarily doing the
same Christmas that you do every year. With children, talk about it in the narrative
of an adventure.
Of the four Christmases I’ve spent as a co-parent, each one has been different. As
we have adjusted to the new way of things, we have found ourselves increasingly
able to move away from what was, towards a new set up which more realistically fits
into what is. ach year has been about accepting that things weren’t going to be as
they had been and that that was okay. In my case, I found building new traditions, a
sort of setting out of our stall of who we were now, comforting. So now, every year
when our tree arrives, my daughter and I listen to Christmas music, decorate it, and
then invite her grandparents over to admire our work.
We have an annual takeaway with her best friend and her mum for The Late Late
Toy Show. We go to town with a friend and her children to see Santa Claus. ast
year, we moved to divide the big day between her father and I. This year we will
probably do something different, to allow for Covid- restrictions. I’m going into
that discussion without any preconceived notions, no bottom line I need to argue my
ex into submission over. This isn’t intended to sound preachy, I have simply learnt
that a hard-line, It’s this or nothing’ approach equals elevated stress for everyone.
There’s the idea of self-compassion, but also one can offer that compassion
outwards as well. We’re all struggling, so rather than separating yourself from
others, it’s helpful to realise that people may also have good intentions, Master says.
Separating the person from their behaviour is advice that could apply to general
Corona-time-communications, as well as just co-parenting. They might behave
badly at times, but we’re all coming from a place of fear, uncertainty, anxiety and
that removes some of the power of those emotions a little bit. It allows you to build
on relationships, rather than focusing on what they might be doing wrong.
It’s difficult to be calm and rational sometimes when children’s happiness is
involved. The idea of not giving them the perfect Christmas can be upsetting.
It helps to bear in mind that what might seem upsetting might not actually be
bothering a child as much as one would imagine.
So many parents project onto kids their own disappointments, Master says.
Actually, if you look at your kids, they don’t care about a lot of the things we might
imagine they do. What they care about is a connection, being able to have fun, being
outdoors. We often make the mistake of assuming we have the same reactions if
we’re disappointed, they’re disappointed. We need to realise that children’s needs
are quite simple in so many ways. As long as they feel loved, thought of, cared for
and heard, then they’ll be fine. They won’t care that there’s not a big sit-down meal
with all the family, because that’s not really what they are focused on.
More than most days, holidays can really strip away whatever defences a single
parent has built around themselves. It’s that Sunday afternoon, everyone else is
tucked up in a 2. bliss feeling, except intensified. They’ve all disappeared into
their nuclear family units, leaving those without that exposed, and at a loss. oe
Desmond, founder of Frolo, a single parents networking app, advises planning and
agreeing as much in advance as possible when it comes to holidays to avoid last
minute worrying. Try and figure out what you want and use that as a suggestion
for how the holidays are mapped out. It might work in your favour getting in there

“HOLIDAYS can really strip
away whatever DEFENCES a
single PARENT has BUILT around
themselves. It’s that SUNDAY
AFTERNOON, everyone else is
tucked up in a 2.4 BLISS feeling,
except INTENSIFIED”
as the parent who’s thinking ahead first, she says.
Working out how to divide children’s time in advance is important.
A simple FaceTime or phone call ahead of Christmas to agree time-shares goes
a long way to eradicate frustrations and disappointments, Desmond says. Maybe
what’s most important, according to Desmond, is to consider how to spend any time
away from the children.
lan something nice for yourself for the time when you’re not with your kids
and make the most of your child-free space. And you may surprise yourself. In
letting go of the idea of how things should be, you may create a new reality by
leaning into how things actually are, she adds. l
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DESIGN
FOR LIVING
Teaming a child-focused ethos with chic
Scandinavian design is the key to beautiful,
functional pieces that can last a lifetime.

As any parent will tell you, babies tend
to require a whole array of accessories
as soon as they arrive. A comfortable
cot and safe, secure seating are two
of the essentials that every baby will
need as they grow and develop.
Premium children’s furniture brand
Stokke® has been creating clever
solutions for decades, ones that not only
work for your newborn but can adapt
and grow with your child. All with a
dash of Scandinavian style.

TIMELESS DESIGN: THE TRIPP TRAPP®

Chic Norwegian design
Since its launch in 1932, Stokke®
has become known for its modern
designs and clever products that
team function and style. Embracing
its Scandinavian heritage, the
brand’s ethos encompasses quality,
nature, craftmanship, and balanced
living. However, this is also design
with a purpose: to encourage child
development and to nurture family
bonding.
A child-first ethos
Stokke® products are made to encourage
the healthy development of young
children and the brand offers a complete
package for parents, from elevated,
parent-facing strollers to adjustable
seating options and award-winning
ergonomic baby carriers. Innovative
features promote better eye contact
and interaction and all the products are
designed to foster connection and help
children feel safe and secure. Thanks
to Scandinavian craftmanship and
engineering, Stokke products also ﬁt
seamlessly into any home and can be
enjoyed for years to come.

SWEET DREAMS: STOKKE® SLEEPI ™

For stockist info go to stokke.com
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BEAUTY

AFTER a lifetime as a
BEAUTY DEVOTEE
AND a decade in the
industry, writer LAURA
Kennedy shares HER TOP
TEN BEAUTY LESSONS.
U

nlike most women I know who work in magazines, I didn’t grow up glued to the
latest issues of Vogue or Elle. I couldn’t relate to the glossy people depicted in them,
or the elegantly international lives of the generally willowy editors. Their effortless,
arisian-inspired glamour seemed impossibly far away from my life and the women I knew.
For me, beauty wasn’t an elevated concept, gusted about by fashion or trend experts, but
an enhancement for everyday life and a way to be confident in a world that wasn’t always
generous with opportunities. I spent every Saturday loitering (quite creepily, in retrospect)
around the MAC counter at rown Thomas in imerick, while saving for an eyeshadow or
lipstick. So ubiquitous was I that when I met Anna Donegan, then national makeup artist
for MAC in Ireland, at a MAC press event twelve years later, she remembered me as that
self-conscious loiterer with the pixie haircut, fawning quietly and intensely over the beautiful
things.
During my time in the industry, first as a writer, and then as a columnist and editor,
the face of beauty has changed completely. When I started
around a decade ago, there was a acchanalian joy in excess.
ratuitously indulgent products, unnecessary packaging and
ostentatious wealth signalling were at the heart of the industry.
In a sense, they still are, nestled beneath a virtuous focus on
sustainability, natural’ ingredients and the mantra of use less
and invest more’.
eauty was always going to be an industry primarily
interested in optics and while that will (and should) never
change, progress is palpable. Consumers are smarter, and
more informed. They want to know what is in their products
to justify the price, what those ingredients do, and where they
come from. In a more visual change, beauty advertising and
marketing has shifted completely from the guilt- and shamebased advertising of the th and 20th centuries. Slogans like
ux dish soap’s omance dies at the touch of dishpan hands ,
suggesting that while men may respect them they don’t
admire hands that show evidence of housework are thankfully
long gone, and we have moved to a model that targets the true
diversity of consumers wherever they may be.
This year has changed things further. ipstick, for example, is in crisis. With the
advent of face coverings, it has suddenly become impractical. erhaps even ridiculous.
As always, though, brands will respond. ven now, you can be certain that there are
scientists working on formulations that will survive anything from a mask to nuclear
winter weather without feathering, budging or flaking. That is the nature of the
industry, and the best of it. It will always respond to changing demands, and find a way
to make us feel beautiful, even in decidedly drab circumstances when, it might be argued,
we need it most.

While it’s true that not every product will work for everyone, and that we all have
different needs, there are some things that stand out. And speaking of which, here are
ten things I’ve learned as a beauty editor:

1. Yes, cleansing wipes really are the worst products you could ever use on your
skin. There are several legitimate environmental arguments against the use of all sorts
of wipes – not just the facial cleansing variety, but they are also horrible for your skin.
Any beauty editor worth their free samples will have little trouble identifying a face
that is regularly cleaned with wipes dull, dehydrated skin in need of exfoliation and
congestion from makeup build-up around the hairline. Truly, there isn’t a single good
reason – apart perhaps from convenience when you’re ill or at risk of sleeping in your
makeup – to use wipes. et yourself a good oil or balm cleanser and a pile of decent
flannels. ou’ll see your skin transform.

“During my TIME in
the industry, first as
a WRITER, and then
as a COLUMNIST
and EDITOR, the
FACE OF BEAUTY
has changed
COMPLETELY”

2. Professional salon hair colour services are the one beauty
treatment most worth your money. ockdown saw many of
us revert to or try box colour for the first time and, in a pinch
when your roots are bothering you, it is certainly a godsend.
owever, don’t believe the marketing hype – you can’t get that
complex, natural-looking multi-tonal finish from a box. When
you see a model in a box colour ad, and her glossy lengths are
replete with rippling high and low lights, be certain that there
are shenanigans afoot. es, they have dyed her hair with the box
colour, but they’ve gotten an elite colourist to do it, and several
shades have been used along with professional techniques and
often, pre-lightening or highlights. For hair that looks natural
(ironic, I know) it is worth seeing a professional two or three
times a year.

3. Your skin is different every day, so have a look at it every
morning. We tend to be wrestled into a skin type box at quite
a young age – by ourselves, or a facialist, or a . our skin
changes with age, hormones, stress, and the time of year. To
maximise skincare, the best approach is to examine your skin every morning. I implore
you not to do this exhaustively, and if you own a magnifying mirror for od’s sake get rid
of it – it is a tool of the devil. ust have an unemotional look without seeking to denigrate
the face that helps keep your precious brain safely nestled inside your skull and diagnose
accordingly. Does it look or feel tight? se a gentle cleanser. Is it oily? erhaps something
with decongesting salicylic acid. Dry? Maybe a slightly richer moisturiser than yesterday,
or add a drop of oil to a lighter one.
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4. Don’t neglect the neck or hands – they give the game
away. This one speaks for itself. xtend S F to neck and
hands, and use a good hand cream at bedtime to ensure the
skin’s natural barrier isn’t compromised. In winter, gloves to
protect hands from aggressive temperature fluctuations are
also a good idea, as is applying all of your facial skincare to
your neck as well.

“A POTENT form of
Vitamin A, RETINOL
is the single most
EFFECTIVE skincare
ingredient THERE IS”

5. People are still judgemental about injectables, but
they shouldn’t be. ife is short. We are all going to die, and
your face is not the last bastion of the feminist movement.
If you want to get otox, get it. If there’s something you
want tweaked, tweak it. It’s your face, not public property,
and women who have emotional reactions to other women’s tweakments have much to
examine about why it upsets them. eave them to their chagrin and take your freshlooking face somewhere nice.

6. Yes, you can handle retinol, even if you’ve been (literally) burnt by it in the past.
Anyone who has tried retinol has, at some point, lost several layers of their face to it.
Don’t be put off a potent form of itamin A, retinol is the single most effective skincare
ingredient there is, and the only one clinically proven to resurface skin and diminish
existing lines as well as signs of damage. Start with a very low concentration. Apply it
after moisturiser if you need a protective barrier. se it once a week, then graduate to
twice, and go from there. I love retinols by Skinceuticals.
7. Don’t be afraid of oils. There is an oil for everyone. While some oils like coconut
certainly are congesting, most skin types will benefit from the inclusion of a good
quality oil in a skincare routine once or twice a week. If you have oily skin, cut out
drying products and foaming cleansers, and try a cleansing
oil instead.

8. If you remove body hair, an IPL device is the best
money you’ll ever spend. I use the hilips umea I
restige. es, it is exorbitantly expensive and consequently
not accessible to everyone. Since the light it uses to kill the
hair follicle is attracted to melanin in the hair, you will need
to have a contrast between hair and skin colour for it to work.
owever, a 20
study changed my mind about waxing
when I read that women who use professional waxing services
spend, on average, over 2 ,000 on it in their lifetime. I have
been using this device for two years and couldn’t part from it
now – it reduces your natural hair growth by up to 0 per cent.

9. Foundation is not about coverage. If you want your makeup to look like skin rather
than makeup choose a light foundation to showcase the best of your skin and let your
concealer do the heavy work. There are countless, lovely light bases – heroes like MAC
Face and ody Foundation, and more recent options like Trinny ondon FF Serum
De-Stress, which is a beautifully glowy tinted base.
10. Beware beauty fads. esearch beauty trends carefully, particularly when they
involve ingesting something. While collagen supplements sound great, they are not
clinically certain to be utilised by your body for the benefit of the skin. The body will
use the collagen how it pleases, so while supplements might impact the skin, they also
might not, and most doctors will tell you that you can get all the collagen you need from
a healthy, protein-rich diet. I’m also wildly sick of hype around C D beauty products.
esearch into C D’s effectiveness and required dosages to produce any effect is in its
infancy. Most of the evidence in its favour as a beauty product ingredient and an anxiety
remedy is, for now, anecdotal. eware sudden and all-encompassing beauty fads and
please, please don’t put C D oil on tampons. It’s a delicate environment up there and life
is hard enough without bringing thrush into the bargain. l

My all-time
FAVOURITE PRODUCTS
Signature de Chanel Eyeliner,
€40, Chanel at Brown Thomas
Bury me in this eyeliner. It is
perfect. Not too shiny, not too
matte, and easily used to create
a cat eye. I will love it forever.

Skin Shield, €42,
Skingredients
at Skingredients.com
An SPF should be comfortable
above all else, or it will be
neglected. This one is light,
non congesting and in no
way ghostly. It also works
beautifully with makeup.

Radiant Creamy
Concealer, €30, Nars
I have several of these in
various bags at all times.
No concealer covers
without highlighting the
way this does, and I use
it liberally.

Unlocked Instant
Extensions Mascara, €32,
Hourglass at Arnotts
his will not bleed, ake
or migrate. It will give you
long, uttery blacker than
priests socks lashes and
then it will remove very
easily at the end of the
day. I could ask for nothing
more from a mascara.

Exfolikate Intensive
Exfoliating Treatment, €83,
Kate Somerville at
Space NK
Manual exfoliating with very gritty
pastes isn’t for me. It leaves my
skin irritated and risks breaking
capillaries. This miraculous, potent
stuff blasts old, dull skin cells from
your face, revealing the plump
goodness underneath. Just don’t
leave it on for more than two
minutes.

Eau de Parfum,
from €56, Narciso
Rodriguez at Boots
It is widely known
that fashion and
beauty editors
traditionally wear
Frédéric Malle’s
Portrait of a Lady.
That is their scent
and its ubiquity
makes it boring.
I love this light,
powdery, woody
oral for a gust of
fresh, fragrant air.
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Rose revival
Creating a makeup look that
involves statement blush can strike
fear in even the most makeup
savvy. Thankfully, there’s a pretty
useful hack. “The best way to create
the natural line of a contour is to
use your index finger, touching the
raised middle part of the inner ear,
pressing diagonally to the outside
point of your lip,” international
makeup artist Emma O’Byrne says.
“Apply some bronzer and slightly
blend upwards. You don’t want a
hard line – and you don’t need to
start exactly from the lip, either.”

LIGHT SHOW
Prepare to shine with
the Chanel Holiday 2020
makeup collection.
PA RT N E R P R O M OT I O N

Skin: Using the Chanel Hydra Beauty range. Base: Le Blanc de Chanel Multi-Use Illuminating Base, €47; Les Beiges Healthy Glow Foundation Hydration and Longwear, €50; Boy de Chanel
The Corrector, €43. Eyes: Baume Essentiel Multi-Use Glow Stick in Transparent, €42; Illusion D’Ombre Longwear Cream Eyeshadow in 81 Fantasme, €32; Les Chaînes de Chanel Illuminating
Blush Powder, €60. Brows: Le Gel Sourcils Longwear Eyebrow Gel in Transparent, €33; Boy de Chanel Eyebrow Pencil, €40. Lips: Rouge Allure Luminous Intense Lip Colour in 137 Pourpre
d’Or, €38. Tweed jacket, €2,117, all Chanel
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Crimson kiss
Red lipstick isn’t rocket science, but it’s
not entirely fool-proof either. The right
technique means you’ll never have to fear
smudging. “Lightly cover the lip with the
same foundation used on the skin. This
will block out your natural lip pigment and
achieve the true colour of your chosen red,”
O’Byrne says. “Line the lip and fill it in using
the liner, then apply the lipstick. To clean up,
I use a Q-tip to correct the shape and use a
slightly lighter concealer along the sides of
the bottom lip to really make the red pop.”

Skin: Using the Chanel Hydra Beauty Range. Base: Le Blanc de Chanel
Multi-Use Illuminating Base, €47; Les Beiges Healthy Glow Foundation
Hydration and Longwear, €50; Boy de Chanel The Corrector, €43; Les
Beiges Healthy Glow Bronzing Cream, €43; Les Chaines de Chanel
Illuminating Blush Powder, €60; Baume Essentiel Multi-Use Glow Stick in
Transparent, €42. Eyes: Ombre Première Longwear Powder Eyeshadow
in 926 Or Blanc, Ombre Première Longwear Powder Eyeshadow in 925
Or Antique, €32 each; Stylo Yeux Waterproof Long-Lasting Eyeliner, €25;
Le Volume Révolution De Chanel Revolution Mascara, €34. Brows: Le
Gel Sourcils Longwear Eyebrow Gel in Transparent, €33; Boy de Chanel
Eyebrow Pencil, €40. Lips: Le Crayon Lèvres Longwear Lip Pencil in Rouge
Cerise, €24; Rouge Allure Luminous Intense Lip Colour in Rouge d’Or, €38.
Peter Pan collar blouse, €566, all Chanel
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Total impact
You’re always told to pick one feature – eyes
or lips. But take it from O’Byrne, it’s time to
break the rules. “It won’t work for everyone
or for every occasion,” warns O’Byrne. “My
tip would be to use a dark pencil in the tear
line and smudge with the finger. It will look
softer and less ‘done’. Or, use a lip liner and
blend in with the finger for a softer-looking
bold look.”
Skin: Using the Chanel Hydra Beauty Range. Base: Boy de Chanel The Corrector, €43; Les Beiges Healthy
Glow Foundation Hydration and Longwear, €50. Eyes: Long-lasting eyeliner Stylo Yeux Waterproof in 88
Noir Intense, €25; Longwear Powder Eyeshadow in 926 Or Blanc, €32; Illusion D’Ombre Longwear Cream
Eyeshadow in 81 Fantasme, €32. Brows: Boy de Chanel Eyebrow Pencil, €40. Lips: Rouge Allure Luminous
Intense Lip Colour in 117 Or Cuivre, €38. Peter Pan collar blouse, as before, and drop earring, €91, all Chanel

PA RT N E R P R O M OT I O N
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All about eyes
While it may seem like an art form
exclusive to professionals, achieving the
perfect graphic liner is a lot easier than
you’d think. “The cheat’s way is to use the
longwear eyeliner Stylo Yeux Waterproof
pencil and slowly trace slightly above the
natural socket line, stopping in the middle
and then connecting the end of the lash
line to the end of the socket on the outside
corner,” explains O’Byrne. “Don’t be afraid to
make a mistake, just have a Q-tip nearby to
correct things.”

Skin: Using the Chanel Hydra Beauty Range. Base: Baume Essentiel Multi-Use Glow Stick in Golden Light and Transparent, €42 each. Eyes: Longwear Powder Eyeshadow in 926 Or Blanc,
Longwear Powder Eyeshadow in 927 Cuivre Rose, Longwear Powder Eyeshadow in 928 Cuir Brun, €32 each; Long-lasting Eyeliner Stylo Yeux Waterproof in 20 Espresso, €25; Le Volume
Révolution De Chanel Revolution Mascara, €34. Brows: La Palette Sourcils Brow Wax and Brow Powder Duo in 01 Light, €52. Lips: Le Crayon Lèvres Longwear Lip Pencil in 154 Peachy Nude,
€24; Rouge Allure Luminous Intense Lip Colour in 107 Or Beige, €38.
Tweed jacket and earring, both as before, hair clip, POA, all Chanel

Photography by Daniel Holfeld; makeup by Emma O’Byrne; makeup assisted by Audrey Bourke; hair by Danielle Garner; model, Emily at Not Another Agency
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SMART THINKING

ADVENTURES IN

Technophobia

Self-confessed technophobe Jessie Collins trials Samsung’s latest folding phone,
while also trying to hide it from the kids.

T

“The BIGGEST wow of the PIECE is the
SCREEN. Even for a LUDDITE like me,
it feels LUXURIOUS,, sexy and kind of
ADDICTIVE”

here are a few things as a parent that you quickly learn once
your kids become agile. Firstly, you have to hide your sweets
from them. Then, wherever you stash your sweets also needs
to be the place you hide your tech. The truth is, the only thing that
can stump sugar for children are shiny new devices, and Samsung’s
latest sensation, the Fold2
phone is equivalent to a lifetime
supply of aribo.
For those, like me, who thought Speak Spell in the
0s was
pushing things a bit, you may feel completely overwhelmed by the
continual new developments in tech. When the latest smartphone
comes out there is less a sense of flocking to the shops, but more
running for the hills in case we have to wrap our head around some
new operating system. So in the interest of contrast, and possible
disaster theory, I have volunteered to road test some new tech from
the viewpoint of not having a nerdy bone in my body.
First up is the aforementioned Fold2 , and as you might
have guessed, this is a phone that folds. es, much like a glamorous
cigarette case in a ogart acall movie, this long sleek device
comes with a so-called ideaway inge’ which facilitates a whole
interior flat screen to fold out from its cigarette-case-traditionalphone-interface into a cinematic . -inch widescreen with a double
keypad. The first version of this extraordinary thing was launched
in spring in 20 , so this latest iteration comes with some lumps
and bumps worked out, or in more technical parlance, upgrades and
advancements.
As it seems with the first phone, the biggest wow of the piece
is the screen. ven for a uddite like me, it feels luxurious, sexy,
and kind of addictive, all aided apparently by the introduction of
Samsung’s ltra-Thin lass on the main screen. When you are
working on the external screen, you just open it up and all your
content immediately appears in full-screen format. verything on
it looks good, even the Android OS which, with my inability to
adapt, I find really challenging. Oddly, though this double keyboard
is kind of genius, given that most of us have learnt to punch
messages on a much smaller device, it feels strange to have so much
room. ou can use multiple fingers and thumbs, which takes some
getting used to.
With such a visual piece, the cameras are the thing. es, cameras
– there are three. Two rear cameras and a selfie camera, for which
the cover screen handily doubles as a viewfinder. There are various
gizmo upgrades here too, where you can view photos and video
without leaving the camera app, and a thing called Dual review
where you can use the main and cover screen at once, so both the
photographer and the subject can see what’s being captured.
I am not going to go into all the specs that the Fold2
phone has, that’s not what this column is about. This is a phone
that, though more heavy-duty, works like a very sleek android
device when closed, and then opens into a much more seductive
beast altogether. Its other bells and whistles are impressive no
doubt the most developed dynamic sound on any Samsung phone,
sweeper technology (which I won’t lie, I just don’t understand), app
continuity, and a handy drag and drop facility so you can drag text,
images and documents from one app to another instantly.
verything about the Samsung feels like the phone version of
what Concord was to travel in the
0s. A massive indulgence,
enormous fun, totally above most people’s paygrade but also an
important pushing of the envelope even for those of us who have
never gotten over the Nokia 0. The screen is what stays with
you, the inky black depth and extraordinary definition a thing of
beauty. ust remember though, if you introduce it to your kids you
will probably never get it back. l
The Galaxy Z Fold2 5G costs €2,099 and is available in Mystic Black
and Mystic Bronze. Customised options are also available for customers
via Samsung.com with four colours for the hinge: Metallic Silver, Metallic
Gold, Metallic Red and Metallic Blue
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FOOD

a taste of

ITALY

Food writer Mimi Thorisson
left an idyllic life in France
to live — and cook — like a
local in Italy. Her family’s
culinary adventures are now
documented in a beautiful
new cookbook.

230g ground pork shoulder; 300g ground
beef; 160ml red wine; 500ml tomato
passata; 4 tbsps tomato paste; 250ml beef
stock, plus more if needed; fine sea salt
and freshly ground black pepper; 500g
tagliatelle pasta, fresh or dried; grated
parmesan cheese, for serving

It’s the stuff of dreams really:
packing up the clan and a few treasured
possessions (including numerous dogs)
and decamping to Italy for a who knows
how long?’ sojourn. This is precisely
what writer and cook Mimi Thorisson
did when she and her family moved
to Turin and immersed themselves in
Italian life, while Thorisson and husband
Oddur worked on a cookbook. The result
is a blend of serious lifestyle inspiration
and authentic Italian recipes, such as this
one for rag olognese with tagliatelle.
A popular Italian dish, rag is often
misinterpreted as a tomato-based dish
rather than a meat sauce. Thorisson’s
recipe nods to the traditional method.
Serves 4 to 6
3 tbsps extra-virgin olive oil; 1 large
carrot, finely chopped; 1 medium
onion, finely chopped; 1 large celery
stalk, finely chopped; 1 tsp oregano;

In a large pot, heat the olive oil over a
medium-high heat. Add the carrot, onion,
celery, and oregano. Cook until slightly
coloured, about minutes. Add the pork and
cook until browned, then add the beef and
cook until browned, about minutes. Add the
red wine and cook for two minutes to reduce.
educe the heat to medium and stir in the
tomato passata and tomato paste. Add the
beef stock and stir well until the tomato paste
is incorporated. Season with salt and black
pepper. educe the heat to as low as possible.
Cover and cook, stirring occasionally, adding a
few tablespoons of beef stock if the mixture
looks a little dry, until you get a smooth and
rich sauce, about hours. ring a large pot
of salted water to a boil over medium-high
heat. Add the tagliatelle to the boiling water
and cook to al dente according to the package
directions. Drain the pasta, toss into the
rag sauce, and mix gently to combine. Serve
immediately with grated parmesan. l
Reprinted from Old World Italian. Copyright © 2020 by
Marie-France Thorisson. Photographs copyright © 2020
by Odder Thorisson. Published by Clarkson Potter, an
imprint of Random House

COMMERCIAL CONTENT

COCKTAIL
HOUR
If you’re looking to improve your cocktail repertoire,
why not explore the classics? Cointreau is at the heart
of some of the world’s most iconic cocktails, bringing
balance, depth and flavour. Give some of these recipes
a try – and check out Cointreau.com for more.

ORIGINAL MARGARITA
A true classic, this original
margarita recipe has stood
the test of time for over
70 years.

COSMOPOLITAN
Better known as ‘The
Cosmo’, this is one of the
most revered modern
Cointreau classics.

WHITE LADY
The White Lady, mixed by
the actress Lilian Harvey,
won a cocktail competition
in Berlin in April 1930.

SIDECAR
The Sidecar is a classic
cocktail that has endured
generation after
generation.

INGREDIENTS
30 ml Cointreau
50 ml blanco tequila
20 ml fresh lime juice

INGREDIENTS
20 ml Cointreau
40 ml vodka
20 ml cranberry juice
20 ml fresh lime juice

INGREDIENTS
30 ml Cointreau
30 ml The Botanist Gin
30 ml fresh lemon juice
1 egg white

INGREDIENTS
30 ml Cointreau
50 ml Rémy Martin VSOP
Cognac
20 ml fresh lemon juice

METHOD
Combine all ingredients in
a cocktail shaker; add ice
and shake until well-chilled;
strain into a chilled coupe
or cocktail glass; garnish
with an orange twist

METHOD
Combine all ingredients in
a cocktail shaker; add ice
and shake until well-chilled;
strain into a chilled coupe
or cocktail glass; garnish
with a lemon twist

METHOD
Combine all ingredients in
a cocktail shaker; add ice
and shake until well-chilled;
strain into a chilled coupe
or cocktail glass; garnish
with a lemon twist

METHOD
Combine all ingredients in
a shaker and add ice; dip
the rim of a coupe glass
into lime juice then salt to
create a salt rim; strain the
cocktail in and garnish with
a slice of lime

If you’re looking for a twist on the original
Margarita check out Cointreau.com

E N J O Y C O I N T R E A U S E N S I B LY.
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Vested Interests
Navigating the world of antiques can be a daunting business which is where Victoria and Emily Ceraudo of interiors
website Ceraudo come in. As the duo launch their latest interiors collection on their platform, Victoria talks savvy
shopping and personal style with Brenda McCormick.

W

hile everyone can appreciate antiques, not
everyone appreciates the process of buying
them, ictoria Ceraudo is explaining. It can
be such a nightmare working out how to get the item
home, bartering with the person selling it, ensuring they’re
trustworthy and that you’re paying the right price. It can
be a really murky world and I think people avoid it because
they’re a bit intimidated, she says.
Demystifying this mystifying process is where Ceraudo,
the interiors website ictoria runs with her sister mily,
comes in. The ondon-based business was set up in 20
after the two discovered a gap in a market through their
own experiences. We were both doing up our homes and
we were really struggling to find interior pieces we loved
that were within our budget, she explains.
They turned to sourcing antiques, which they enjoyed
doing, and while they ended up with wonderfully decorated
homes, they also gained a realisation of why others tend to
shy away from doing the same.
Their answer was to turn the traditional way of
shopping for antiques on its head and the result was
Ceraudo, a chic interiors brand offering a mix of antique
and contemporary furniture with the customer very much
in mind.
We knew that you could get some really well priced,
vintage antique pieces out there. So we decided to source
and curate them on a contemporary looking platform that’s
really accessible with great photography, she says.
The two were well qualified for the task. mily is
an architect while ictoria studied history of art and
architecture before embarking on a career in fashion
marketing with the iorgio Armani group later moving
into branding and advertising. Their love of interiors was
also passed down to them courtesy of their mother.
Transparency was essential and all items on the site
are photographed to clearly show any wear and tear, or
quirks , as ictoria puts it. We also, crucially, wanted to
sell at a price point that we knew our customers, people
like us, could afford that first-time buyer that has a bit of
style. Their main focus is fashion but now, because they’re
buying a home, they turn to interiors quite quickly. We
wanted to change the antique buying process and make it
easier for people.
There are plenty of brands out there that sell
unbelievably beautiful pieces, but they would very much be
on my wish-list rather than being a realistic purchase. At
the other end of the scale are generic, high street brands
which are great and serve a purpose, but we found there
was nothing in the middle. Our goal was to find vintage
antique pieces and sell them at an acceptable price point so
that it wasn’t a big dent in anyone’s purse.
When it comes to their own homes, the sisters steer
away from a monochrome, simplistic aesthetic. We both
really like layers, textures and more decorative pieces
something that creates a cosy environment and also says
a lot about our own personal style, ictoria explains. I
think if we were to employ an interior designer, it would
very much be a case of us saying, We need it to be a
representation of our style and our lives’ as
opposed to it just being a carbon copy of something
out of a magazine.

ather than focusing on any one era or look, the sisters’
homes are filled with items picked up while travelling
or pieces procured from their parents and grandparents.
ieces filled with memories and meaning. It’s then about
how to blend those with new items and things that are
more on trend, ictoria says. I love the creativity of
being able to merge different eras and styles creating a
layered look that, overall, is very decorative. The space also
has to suit my family and everyone that lives there has to
be comfortable. It needs to work well for entertaining and
be a social space too.
Antique crystal glassware and decanters feature
heavily in ictoria’s home and are put to good use when
entertaining. They’re a really nice thing to collect as
they’ve got a lot of character, she says, and I just love the
idea of them having been used before. She also collects
silverware pieces such as ashtrays and salt cellars to add
interest to a tablescape. As for many of us, entertaining at
home has become even more important for ictoria since
the arrival of Covid- . It also affords her the opportunity
to showcase some of her favourite items, using them to

decorate the table and create a warm, inviting atmosphere
for guests. It’s lovely to take out your nice cutlery and
make an effort really, especially now with Covidrestrictions. If you’re not going out to dinner, then it’s
quite nice to put the effort into making your home look like
a place your guests will enjoy being in.
ictoria describes her personal style as decorative,
textured and colourful and that aesthetic extends from her
home to her wardrobe. I always live by those three words,
she says. I have a very varied wardrobe. I would say my
interior style is the same: different things in different shapes
all the time, rather than just sticking to one specific look.
She finds inspiration for her home, and designs for
the Ceraudo brand, in a host of places, from vintage The
World of Interiors magazines to the work of top designers.
I also love Cabana magazine ( cabanamagazine) it
always has amazing editorial features on different homes.
ach one is very specific to that person so it’s a really
interesting way of seeing how a person can adapt their
interior style to make a really individual space. One of its
main photographers, Miguel Flores- ianna specialises

“ANTIQUES can be a really
MURKY world and I THINK
people AVOID it because
they’re a bit INTIMIDATED”

Left to right:
Emily and
Victoria Ceraudo

HOME
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in personalised and decorative homes and his book Haute
Bohemians (The endome ress) is so inspiring.
In terms of designers, I love Colefax Fowler and the
work of its design director mma urns. The team has an
amazing talent for using a holistic approach to the whole
space, making it feel comfortable and fitting to that person.
I’m also a fan of Margherita Maccapani Missoni, David
icks and ohn Stefanidis. On Instagram bibleofbritishtaste
and tat.london are great for inspiration, too.
ondon’s ing’s oad and the antiques shops in imlico
are her go-tos for window shopping. The owners have been
selling antiques for such a long time and they have such good
taste. I would never be able to afford anything but how they
present items in the windows is always great for inspiration.
She picks up vintage pieces on auction sites and bargains
in antique markets. I also love shopping in little ceramics
and glassware boutiques when I’m on holidays in Italy. For
splurges, I love Colefax Fowler, The Conran Shop, and
ose niacke.
Splurges are a rarity though – which is perhaps to be
expected when both sisters go out of their way to find
bargains that look like investment buys. I think the most
expensive item in my flat in ondon is the sofa, ictoria
laughs. I had it completely re-upholstered in our own fabric
with bespoke cushions so it ended up being an expensive
purchase. I do think it’s important to have staple items but it’s
also key to let the place grow with you and adapt to changing
needs.
One might expect that more than a few pieces ictoria
sources for the site end up in her own home, but she says
that’s not the case. I actually try really hard to keep our
home as a completely separate thing. Otherwise, I think I
would be switching furniture all the time I try to keep the
two separate so I can make my life easier and not drive my
husband absolutely over the edge.
With the site up and running, and a growing fanbase
along with it, the sisters decided to make the most of their
creative impulses and expanded into creating their own
designs a couple of years ago. We worked really hard in
20 developing our first collection, which was furniture,
fabrics and upholstered furniture, ictoria says. lements
from antique pieces found their way into the sisters’ designs
though, as always, the results were entirely unique. It’s a
more decorative look with turned-wood details and a lot
of cane work. Anything in cane always sold quickly in our
antiques offering so we wanted to add that detail into our
new collection, Dolce.
Creating their own collections allows the sisters to
combine the best aspects from antiques, their personal style
and what they know their customers want. It’s a direction
the brand will increasingly move in, ictoria says. We’ll still
have the selection of vintage pieces, but the main focus will
be on our own designs. We can make sure the pieces are more
versatile and usable but still decorative, which for us is the
perfect marriage. l
The Ceraudo Dolce collection is available now on
Ceraudo.com. Instagram: @_ceraudo_

FINISHING TOUCHES

Grand Royal champagne flute, €68, Villeroy & Boch at Amara; floral earthenware dinner plate, €6.99, Zara Home; vintage opaque frilly vase, €83 each, Ceraudo; limited edition candle, €144,
Cire Trudon + Balmain at Net-a-Porter; antique Rouen candle holder, €86, Ceraudo; Madeline chair, €279, Ceraudo
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WA L K T H E L I N E

Doireann
Ní Ghríofa
Irish writer Doireann Ní Ghríofa whose
novel A Ghost in the Throat has been one of
the books of the year, speaks about failure,
inspiration and becoming a time hunter.

I first came to writing from grief.
I actually didn’t start writing until my
late twenties. When my grandfather
was on his deathbed, the whole family
was called to the hospital to say
goodbye to him. I was on my own
with my first baby so I didn’t go and,
as I was getting the baby to sleep,
lines of a poem came to me in Irish
and in rhyme. I presumed it was just
something that I’d learned at school
but the more I kept repeating the
sequence, the more I realised it was
something different. When the baby
fell asleep, I got a pen and paper and
wrote down what turned out to be a
poem in Irish. It felt like something
being left to me by my grandfather.
I’ve always approached writing with
that sense of mystery, that sense of
gratitude that it is something that has
been given to me.
Sometimes at certain points of
your life you don’t realise that there
can be further astonishments and
surprises that are coming your way.
ou feel, This is it now, this is me’
and I would never have thought that I
would be someone who would write a
poem. et alone that ten years later, I
would still be writing books. ife really
surprised me like that I think that life
holds surprises for a lot of us if we can
let ourselves be open to them.
At one point, I had four children
under the age of six. As a writer, time
is my biggest obstacle. It makes you
feel a bit like a hunter: you’re looking at
a busy day and hunting out these little
pieces of time so that you can use them
well. Whether it’s finding five minutes
where I can put lay-Doh in front of
a toddler, or when the baby is napping
that’s my time to edit a paragraph or to
rewrite a poem. Nowadays, I think a lot
of people have developed this kind of
sharpness out of necessity.
Visual art has become inspiring in
a way that really surprised me. I

would have been quite daunted by the
idea of art galleries but I was lucky to
strike up a friendship with novelist and
visual artist Sara aume. earing her
speak about visual art, I began to feel
like it is something I can come to as an
ordinary person and, like listening to
music, I can take what strikes me from
it. I draw so much inspiration from the
work of visual artists like Dorothy
Cross, Salvatore of ucan, Dragana
uri ic and Alice Maher their work is a
nourishing presence in my life.
I see failure as a generative
force – I welcome it, even though
it’s challenging and upsetting
sometimes. As I was writing my
book, I thought a lot about one of the
biggest failures I had when I was a
teenager. All I wanted to do was to be
a dentist because it seemed like such
a good, solid career. I worked really
hard for the eaving Cert and found
myself studying dentistry. I realised
very quickly that I’d made a huge
mistake, that it wasn’t actually for me
and my first year in college, I failed
in spectacular style. ooking back on
it now, although I didn’t feel it at the
time, that was the beginning of the
adult that I would become. I wouldn’t
be the person I am today without my
failures. ery often, it’s a source of
growth as well.
Paula Meehan writes with the eye
of a painter and there’s something
about her that picks me up at a
soul level. When I was a teenager
my mother gave me an anthology
of poetry called Real Cool: Poems to
Grow Up With by Niall MacMonagle
(Mercier ress), which I still have. I
liked it because it felt like a gateway to
literature for me. aula was one of the
poets that struck me from the start and
she has just published an edit of her
work with Dedalus ress. eturning
to those poems and seeing the way
that she has arranged them it’s just so
moving.

“I would
NEVER have
thought that
I would be
SOMEONE
who would
WRITE a
POEM”
If I had a life ethos or mantra, it’s
probably “little by little”. That’s how
I have managed everything in my life,
whether it’s an obstacle that seems
insurmountable or writing a book. If I
can get through all my other tasks on
my to-do list and I can look back and
say that I wrote one good sentence,
well, that’s one good sentence.
Tomorrow I might add another
sentence to it and – before you know it
– you have a paragraph, then you have
a page, then you have a chapter and
then you have a book. qually, in terms
of other challenges in life, whether it’s
parenting small children or working
through grief, I feel little by little is a
mantra that can get you out of a lot of
scrapes. l

THIS MONTH I AM
Eating:
It’s all about the small pleasures at the moment. I
have a habit of making a fruit bowl every day and
it’s like a little bowl of sunshine. It always
cheers me up.
Reading:
I recently read After The Silence by Louise O’Neill
and I loved it, it was a real page-turner.
Enjoying:
A glass of wine in the evening and watching telly
with my husband. We’ve been watching Criminal
on Netflix; you can switch off your brain and
really get immersed in it.
Listening to:
A lot of dance music lately when I’m running. I
only got into jogging recently and it’s a lifesaver,
I take such comfort from it. I was listening to The
Chemical Brothers this morning – my playlists are
bangers only! You need it to get the endorphins
running through the system.

A Ghost in the Throat by Doireann Ní
Ghríofa is published by Tramp Press, €16
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